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Introduction and methodology 

1.1. Introduction 

The Red Meat Profit Partnership (RMPP) has been established with the sole business objective to:  

Drive sustainable productivity improvement and to deliver higher on-farm profitability within 

the sheep and beef sector.  

This study is a critical part of a larger research programme to help drive initial strategies for 

improving performance in the New Zealand sheep and beef industry. It focuses on top performing 

New Zealand sheep and beef farmers, and was designed to meet milestone 1.1.4: 

 Understand what makes a high performing farmer and how to encourage more. 

The primary objectives for this piece of work were to:  

 Identify the characteristics, structures, behaviours, skills and attitude differences between 

high and average performing farm businesses. 

 Understand who or what drives farmer ambition. 

 Identify what has driven high-performing farm businesses to adopt new practices. 

In addition to this, a critical aspect of this study was to identify the ways in which top performing 
farmers are willing to share their successful approaches with others.    



1.2. Methodology 

 

This study aimed to gain an in-depth understanding of farmers’ experiences and perceptions rather 

than providing counts or measures; and as such qualitative research was used. Unstructured 

qualitative interviewing allowed us to explore the attitudes and behaviours of top-performing 

farmers, and helped us to understand what drove top performers to operate at the levels they did, 

and the practices they adopted to succeed.  

The primary focus of this study was to conduct research among ‘high’ performing famers (refer to 

Section 1.2.1 for a description of ‘high performing’ and ‘mid tier’ farmers). To more fully understand 

what makes these ‘high’ performers different we also needed to contrast them with a comparison 

group of ‘mid tier’ farmers. This report focuses on top-performing farmers; however where relevant 

comparisons are made with those in the mid tier to help illustrate where key differences exist. 

 

A key aspect of this study was defining top and mid tier farmers and then finding them to create the 

sample required to fully explore the objectives of this research.    

After wide discussion with industry experts we decided to determine the relative performance of 

farmers by using two measures. The main measure was return on assets (ROA); which we 

supplemented with economic farm surplus (EFS). For both of these measures we took into account 

farmers’ average results over the last three years. By including this historical data we were able to 

rule out a ‘one-off’ performance spike in income.  

The second measure we needed to define was the actual figures we would use to define a top 

performing farmer. To do this we conducted an analysis of available information from several 

sources, including financial data from:  

 B+LNZ Sheep and Beef farmer survey 

 Two of the RMPP partner banks (ANZ and Rabo Bank).   

 Farm advisory firms 

 New Zealand Institute of Chartered Accountant  

All of the above organisations agreed to provide us with contacts for this study. To ensure a robust 

process, the RMPP first asked them to identify the top performing farmers for which each 

organisation had financial performance details.  

To protect the privacy of farmers RMPP first asked these organisations to send only the financial 

details of their top performers. Following this the RMPP analysed the data and identified the top 60 

performers. For most of the top performers their ROA fell somewhere between just over 5% up to 

9.5% and the EFS/ha ranged from $141 up to $1,022 this was for the 2013/14 financial year. We 

also reviewed two earlier years of the same performance data to ensure the farmers selected had 

been consistently performing at this high level.   

Any farmer who had greater than 20% of their income generated from non-core sheep and beef 

farming was exclude from the sample. 



Each organisation was required to obtain permission from the farmers before their contact details 

were sent to UMR Research and to inform each farmer what would be involved if they agreed to 

take part in the research.   

The organisations were then told which of their farmers had been identified in the top 60 farmers 

and the contact details of these top farmers were sent to UMR Research.  

All of the mid tier farmers were taken from the B+LNZ Sheep and Beef farmer survey database. 

B+LNZ conducted a complete analysis of their survey data and broke the performance of their 

farmers into four quartiles based on the agreed performance measures of ROA and EFS.  All 

farmers who sat within the middle quartiles of two and three were approached by the field officers 

of B+LNZ  to see if they would be interested in participating in the research.  

A critical aspect of how the B+LNZ Sheep and Beef farmer survey is operated is that no staff 

members at B+LNZ head office are aware of the identity of farmers who participate in their survey. 

To ensure this anonymity was maintained, personal details of the farmers who decided to 

participate in this study were sent directly to UMR Research.     

 

All farmers who were selected to take part in the study were made aware that they may be 

contacted by UMR Research to participate in the study. To ensure we spoke to the best possible 

performers from the top performers list, the farmers were ranked from one through to 60 based on 

their relative performance. As we only needed to interview a maximum of 30 top performers and a 

similar number of the mid tier farmers, we started our recruitment by first contacting those that 

were the highest ranked top performers.  

The final sample for this study consisted of 58 farmers (n=30 top performers and n=28 mid tiers).  

Of the top performers, 25 came from the top 30 and out of the remaining five, four were in the top 

40.    

 

The qualitative approach used in this study was a face-to-face semi-structured in-depth interview, 

each interview lasting approximately 60 minutes. The interviews used a flexible line of questioning 

that was designed to more deeply understand what drove the farmers to perform at the levels they 

did. All interviews were conducted at the farms of the participants and in many cases both the 

farmer and their wife or partner participated in the interview. On several occasions they interview 

also included both a father and son, and in these cases it was the son who answered the majority 

of the questions, with the father adding comments from time to time. One interview was conducted 

solely with a female who was as familiar with every aspect of the administration and practical 

running of the business as her husband.         

In addition to the qualitative interview, each farmer was also taken through the structured 

quantitative segmentation survey (which took around 30 minutes). The objective of this structured 

quantitative survey was different from the semi-structured qualitative top farmer interview. The 

quantitative survey was the same as that conducted by telephone with n=1,000 farmers, which was 

designed to segment the wider farming population into different farmer types. This segmentation 

survey grouped farmers depending on their attitudes and behaviours in relation to farming to help 

us better understand ways of lifting on-farm performance.  



 

Top performers n=30 
As this is qualitative research the intention was not to have a completely representative sample of 

farmers, but rather to select a variety of farmers to ensure the full range of views among this 

population would be represented in the research. Top farmers who participated in this study came 

from across the country and included farmers from each of the following areas:  Southland, Central 

Otago, Otago, Canterbury, Wairarapa, Hawkes Bay, Manawatu-Wanganui, Gisborne, King Country 

and the Waikato.  

There was also a mix of different farming types including:  North Island (NI) hill country, NI hard hill 

country,  NI intensive finishing,  South Island (SI) High country,  SI high country running fine wool 

sheep, SI breeding/finishing, SI intensive finishing and SI mixed cropping / finishing.      

Mid tier farmers n=28 
Farmers from the following regions were included as mid tier farmers: Southland, Otago, 

Canterbury, Wairarapa, Manawatu-Wanganui, Waikato, Hawkes Bay and Taranaki.  

Mid tier farmers who participated in this research were also made up of participants who owned the 

following types of farms:  NI Hill country, NI hard hill country, NI intensive finishing, SI hill country, 

SI breeding finishing and SI intensive finishing.  

 

Semi-structured in-depth qualitative interview  
The farmers’ views and opinions gathered in the qualitative depth interview are fully analysed and 
presented in this report.  

The depth interviews were tape-recorded and the majority were transcribed, following which a 

thematic content analysis was conducted on the transcriptions and researchers’ notes. Key themes 

were identified and verbatim quotes have been used to illustrate the themes.  

Throughout the report there is wide use of verbatim quotes. Each quote has an identifier that tells 

the reader whether the farmer is a top performer or a mid tier farmer, the region, and the gender of 

the farmer, for example (Central Otago, top performer, male) or (West Otago, top performer, 

female).  

Also throughout the report there are comparisons made between top performing and mid tier 

farmers. As a general rule the report first presents themes that relate to the top performing farmers 

followed by themes associated with mid tier farmers. Whenever we move between the different 

types of farmers it is made clear to the reader either in the first sentence of the paragraph, or 

where appropriate, a heading to the sub section.  

Note on qualitative research   
This is a qualitative research study and has been designed to ensure we get an in-depth 
understanding of what drives high performing farmers. Qualitative research allows us to know with 
confidence the range of views top performing farmers have on this topic, however, it does not tell 
us how widely these views are held among the wider population of top sheep and beef farmers.  
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Executive summary 

2.1 Drivers of performance 

2.1.1 Overview 

It is difficult to isolate any one driver for performance as being the most critical as all the drivers in 

this report are connected in some way. However the underlying motivation for why farmers operate 

the way they do is the importance of both family and the way of life that farming provides. While 

profitability is critical, when it is boiled down, profits allow top performers to provide opportunities 

for their families, and live the farming way of life that appeals so deeply to them. These two factors 

are then followed by a diverse range of drivers that all form the fabric of farming that drive top 

performers to get out bed and push for even greater productivity and profits. The diagram on the 

next page summarises what this research shows are the main drivers of performance among New 

Zealand’s top sheep and beef farmers and the practices these drivers lead them to adopting.  

 





2.1.2 Note on diagram: top performing farmers compared to mid tier  

 The previous diagram ‘Performance drivers’ covers the drivers for top performers. The 

drivers for the mid tier farmers are similar in some ways but different in others. The ‘family 

and way of life’ driver was also central to the mid tier farmers included in this study. The mid 

tier farmers will also be working to make a profit but they will not be achieving the same level 

of profitability and some may be more driven by capital growth.  

 With the mid-tier farmers (to varying degrees) it is likely that ‘passion for performance’, 

‘industry confidence’ ‘passion for industry and people’ and the ‘dynamic challenge’ will be 

drivers for them as well.  However the relevance of these drivers for motivating them to go 

the extra mile will not be anywhere near as strong as it is for the higher performing farmers.  

 The link between these drivers and then successfully carrying out the connected practices 

will be less strong with the mid tier farmers compared to their higher performing counterparts. 

This study suggests that most farmers have a sense of what needs to be done to perform at 

higher levels but it is only the top performers who know how to consistently execute.       

2.1.3 Family and way of life  

 For almost all farmers’ family and the way of life that farming provided were central to the 

attraction of sheep and beef farming. Family was an important driver of performance as 

many sought to be able to provide their children with similar opportunities as they were given 

by their parents. This meant succession planning was important to most farmers. The top 

performers tended to be more confident that they would succeed in succession planning 

particularly because their operations were profitable. There was also the sense of carrying on 

a family legacy that seemed to drive performance, with many describing the family history of 

their farm with pride. There was a keen desire to build on and develop the potential in the 

farm that was first carved out by those who went before.   

 The way of life that sheep and beef farming provided was a key driver for keeping farmers on 

the land. For top performers, farming allowed them to spend time with family while making 

good profits and maintaining an enviable way of life. Being part of a rural community also 

played a significant role in creating the life these farmers sought. Many were active in their 

local schools and strongly interested in maintaining connections with those who shared their 

world. The mid tier farmers also relished the way of life that farming provided, but for them 

yearly profits were not necessary a key driver but a welcomed bonus of doing what they first 

and foremost enjoyed.    

2.1.4 Profitability  

 Top farmers had a much keener focus on making good profits and they knew which aspects 

of their operations made the best returns and consequently this was where they focused 

efforts. Coupled with this they were more likely than mid-tier performers to have firm plans in 

place for growing their operations, and a stronger appetite for borrowing to both increase 

returns and/or the size of their farming business. They also had a much firmer grasp of the 

financials of their business. 



 A key factor in driving profitability was thorough planning and efficiency. Top farmers often 

described themselves as good planners and they had a fervent focus on looking at ways of 

making their operations more efficient. Part of this relied on adopting innovative practice and 

looking for ways to implement ordinary farming practices for less cost than more average 

performing farmers. They knew that good infrastructure was critical to efficiency and they 

worked to maintain a well set-up operation.  

 Top farmers were interested in new technologies but only insofar as they would make them 

more efficient and provide a return on investment. Efficiency seemed to be the dominant 

driver for new technology making its way on to top performing farms. Without a clear sense 

that something such as EID or drones would create time savings and improved accuracy that 

would enhance overall performance, the new technology would remain outside the farm gate. 

A small number of top farmers were early adopters of new technology, but these farmers 

tended to be younger operators who were much more comfortable with computers and saw 

themselves at the forefront of the next generation of New Zealand sheep and beef farmers.   

2.1.5 Industry confidence 

 A key factor that drove top farmers willingness to invest and grow was their strong 

confidence in the long-term sustainability of the New Zealand sheep and beef industry. All 

top performers strongly believed that sheep and beef farming was going to continue to be 

profitable and sustainable well into the future, while delivering an enviable way of life. Their 

boldness was driven by both confidence in market demand for their quality products (mainly 

sheep meat) and confidence in their own ability to achieve even greater productivity behind 

the farm gate.  

 This confidence drove a greater appetite for change and an almost constant exploration of 

new ideas. Underlying this was both a determination to do better and a belief that they could. 

Most top performers were experimenting with a percentage of their farm system every 

season. Through this experimentation they were not necessarily taking substantial risks but 

rather making calculated decisions on opportunities where they were reasonably confident of 

significantly increasing returns. And more often than not they were right.  

 Cropping and putting in new pastures was a key area where top farmers seemed to be 

continually experimenting. Crops enabled them to significantly lift the performance of their 

animals to achieve the peak productivity they needed to make good profits. It was difficult to 

get crops right and this was an area that many top farmers were willing to pay for specialist 

advice or seek information to improve their understanding of cropping. Genetics was another 

key area where top farmers were willing to experiment and invest considerable money. Many 

saw their use of genetics as being a critical aspect to their farming success. 

 Mid-performing farmers had mixed levels of confidence in the future of the industry. They 

were most likely to believe that their ability to earn greater returns was largely governed by 

off-farm influences. This group were not necessary risk averse, rather they were slower to 

act and less confident to try something that was different from what they had been 

comfortably doing for years. It was clear for this group to try something new, much more 

support and a clearer path of execution was required.    

 



2.1.6 Challenge of dynamic environment  

 Sheep and beef farmers work in a challenging dynamic environment making it difficult to 

solve the performance puzzle and get it right year after year. Top farmers get it right more 

often than not and they gain a lot of satisfaction from excelling in a business where many just 

break even. Succeeding despite the fluid and unpredictable nature of the farming 

environment is a factor that drives top farmers to perform. Many of them are competitive, 

they are reluctant to accept failure and work hard to be the best they can. Part of this hard 

work is paying constant attention to detail and making sure they are actively observing what 

is happening on their farms. This close focus on their farm means they are ready to respond 

and make decisions at the right time. Getting this timing right seems to be a key difference 

between top and mid tier farmers – which suggests tools to support making timely decisions 

may be useful to help lift the performance of mid tier farmers. 

 Top farmers paid close attention to the basics such as growing grass, keeping their stock 

healthy and feeding them well. Focusing on the detail was critical to getting these activities 

right. Top performers generally felt they spent more time weighing and condition-scoring their 

stock than other farmers. They used this information to run far more intensive feeding 

operations. Pivotal to succeeding with feeding stock was their timing and effort put into 

making decisions on rotational grazing, preferential and priority feeding. To feed stock well 

most top farmers also had a strong focus on subdivision, good water and soil fertility.    

2.1.7 Passion for industry and people   

 Top performing farmers were strongly driven by a passion for the industry and desire to see 

improvements right across the sector. This led to many of them being actively involved in 

industry initiatives such as extension activities and competitions. They were much more likely 

to take responsibility for their industry and less likely to play the ‘blame game’ when it came 

to industry challenges.  

 They were also more inclined to want to mix with other people within the industry, seeing 

them as critical to helping drive performance on their own farm. This included rural 

professionals, other farmers from right around the country, suppliers and staff. When it came 

to advice from rural professionals they mostly sought out technical and specialist direction, 

such as from agronomist, vets, technicians and accountants. They liked to surround 

themselves with talent and bounce ideas off them to help drive performance in their farm 

business. Many of them were also good communicators, which helped them to ask the right 

questions and get the best information. There was also a theme of top performers often 

being strong husband and wife teams and having a keen focus on staff.    

2.1.8 Passion for performance 

 Top performing farmers had clear goals, often articulating these using figures and concrete 

examples of where they planned to be and when they would get there. Some younger 

farmers had quite ambitious plans and were moving quickly to drive profitability. Mid tier 

farmers tended to have fewer clearly defined goals and they appeared to have less 

conviction and confidence that they would  achieve them. They placed more emphasis on the 

influence that external factors (such as climate and prices) would have on their profitability. 



 Linked to achieving and meeting well-defined goals, was a greater interest in and 

commitment to benchmarking and record keeping. Keeping records of overall performance 

helped top farmers to monitor if they were on track to meet their goals and targets. The older 

top performers seemed to be more mixed in their approach to regular day-to-day 

measurements; however they had a firm grasp of the overall performance of their farm. 

There was a stronger theme of younger top performers having a greater focus on measuring 

and recording data in computers to help guide their regular decision-making.  

2.2 Lifting industry performance  

2.2.1 Attitudes toward RMPP    

 Most top farmers could see value in the RMPP programme. They were strong believers that 

there were more gains to be made behind the farm gate. However some supported it more in 

principle, saying that while they liked the idea of greater collaboration in the industry they 

held reservations that the programme would deliver actionable results to farmers. They also 

acknowledged that many farmers were hard to change and that it would be a difficult task to 

move those who were comfortable staying as they were.  

 Mid tier farmers were much more mixed in their conclusions about the RMPP. They were 

more likely to feel that the focus of the programme was wrong; believing that in order to 

deliver the greatest returns to farmers it was the industry that needed to be under the 

microscope rather than farmers. However a few of the mid tier farmers were warm towards 

the RMPP as they felt that it was good to see the industry doing something positive and they 

were optimistic that it could bring benefits to them.    

2.2.2 Top performers role in lifting industry performance     

 Top performers were mixed in their views about their willingness to help other farmers 

improve performance. Top farmers were happy to help if someone who was keen to change 

asked them for advice or wanted to visit their farm to see what they were doing. However 

they had less patience for spending time with farmers who would converse and then keep 

doing the same thing they had been doing for years.  

 Top performers expressed a level of frustration with poor performing farmers and they 

struggled to understand why lower earning farmers wouldn’t make a few basic tweaks to their 

farming systems, especially as the returns were there for those that did. They also noted that 

some farmers could be hard to help as their default position was often negative. As a result 

many said the RMPP would be best to target resources to those most willing to change.      

2.2.3 Lifting performance     

 A simple but effective way to promote change on farms was to get farmers talking about new 

ideas with people they trusted. In this study, it was noted that a good way to facilitate this 

was fostering greater involvement of wives or partners in farm extension activities. It was too 

easy for a farmer to return home after an off-farm event and for any new ideas to be left at 

the gate. If both husband and wife attended the event they would be more likely to discuss 

what they had learned, which would give the new ideas a bit more oxygen and a greater 

chance of success.  



 As a cohort of farmers think they are doing much better than they actually are there is a 

definite need for objective benchmarking so they can have a more accurate picture of their 

performance. What is critical is that any benchmarking is done in a way that does not put the 

farmer under the microscope or dents their pride too heavily.   

 Many suggested that there was a need for more support and ‘hand holding’ for industry 

extension activities. This included small local groups of farmer-led discussions that would 

show the implementation of practices in environments where the farmer was most 

comfortable. Mid tier farmers were clearly more interested in low key activities that sought to 

introduce minor tweaks to their systems through a series of small and incremental steps. Any 

changes also needed to be in keeping with farmers’ overall philosophy for farming. It was 

critical that the industry realised that many farmers take pride in what they are doing, so a 

gentle approach was important to get them interested in change. As a lot of success in 

farming is about the timing of decisions it was suggested that tools could be developed to 

help farmers make better decisions at critical times.  

 Part of increasing performance across the industry was increasing confidence in the sector. 

One way to foster this was telling more positive stories about the sector. Another significant 

impediment to overall performance of the industry was a dearth of new talent. While there 

were clearly pockets of very talented young farmers coming through, nevertheless the 

industry needed to do more to entice the ‘best and brightest’ into sheep and beef farming. 

Telling positive stories about the sector could also help with attracting more talent. Positive 

stories that could influence the level of interest in farming included the growing use of 

interesting technology in sheep and beef farming; the environmentally sustainable nature of 

sheep and beef farming; and the good incomes that could be achieved.  

 



Drivers of performance  

3.1 Family and the farming way of life  

3.1.1 Top performers 

Most farmers in this study had strong historical family connections to farming and there was a 

significant motivation to build on what earlier generations had achieved. There was a sense that by 

being successful on the farm they were paying tribute to the generations that had gone before.    

[So the family plays a big role in the motivation to keep you striving.] Yes. I am third 

generation now and you spend your day out and around the place and you see what your 

grandfather achieved and what your father achieved to get there, and I think that is a 

motivation for a lot of people. This house we are in here my grandfather built this 

himself, took him 4 ½ years, started in 1957 and finished in 1961. And that was out of 

poverty, he borrowed money to put in an irrigation scheme and in those days a house 

didn’t add value to your farm so he wasn’t going to borrow to do that so he did it as he 

went. (Central Otago, top performer, male) 

[Family seems to play a critical role in your motivation to farm?] Broader wider family I 

guess and connections to the land and so continuing on from Dad’s legacy... I enjoy the 

challenge of taking our family farm on to another level. (Wairarapa, top performer, male)  

[Family?] Yes it is important, it is all about legacy and family. I think we must be well 

over 75 years now in the same place. (Hawkes Bay, top performer, male) 

Part of showing respect for what had gone before was working hard to ensure they developed a 

farming business that would provide similar opportunities to the next generation. While many liked 

the idea of their children taking over the farm one day, they were also open to using the farm asset 

to ensure they could provide an opportunity for their children to pursue whatever path they chose.      

At the end of the day we are trying to leave the opportunity for the next generation. That 

is hugely important to me; I was given the opportunity so I want to be able to pass that 

on to the next generation. (North Canterbury, top performer, male) 

[Does family play an important role in motivating you?] It did for me growing up 

because I was given an opportunity. A guy once told me that you might have picked up a 

bouncing ball but your obligation is to bounce that ball a bit higher, so I have always 

thought of that as, “Okay I have had a good start, can’t rest on my laurels, want to 

bounce the ball a bit higher and then leave it in a better position than we picked it up 

in”. (Southland, top performer, male) 

[What is your overall goal?] For me personally I guess it is to ensure that the three 

children get an equal opportunity not necessarily to farm but to take on their next step 

in life I guess. One of them might choose to farm or two of them might choose to farm 

but it is up to us to provide the three of them with an equal opportunity. (Hawkes Bay, 

top performer, male) 



[Do you have a long term goal?] Being able to retire comfortably and help the kids get a 

start in life. (Manawatu-Wanganui, top performer, male) 

Providing opportunities for the next generation was a key driver for many of the top farmers, which 

meant they were striving to develop sustainable and profitable businesses that would provide 

future options.   

[What role does your family play in that, how do they motivate and encourage you?] You 

are encouraged by wanting to decrease the debt so we can plan for our children to take it 

on. You want it to be sustainable so we can have it for our children. (Otago, top 

performer, female) 

[What role does family play in ambition and motivating you?] Hugely. [Is this a family 

farm?] Not the original family farm. We do own a family farm. Family are hugely 

important all we are trying to do is offer our kids an option if they would like to go 

farming if they ever do so choose. They are going to have to work for it, they are not 

going to be given it by any means. It is not about us anymore. It is securing our interests 

and keeping a sustainable business going and aligning with the right people. (Wairarapa, 

top performer, male) 

This meant that most farmers were driven by wanting to have strong succession plans in place.  

The main goal is family and succession. (Central Otago, top performer, male) 

Top performers were far more confident than mid tier farmers that they had the ability to create a 

business that would facilitate succession. The top farmers’ properties were more profitable 

meaning there was more scope for growing the business and supporting the next generation.  

[What are the main goals you hope to achieve out of sheep and beef farming?] We want a 

good life style, we want to enjoy it, we want to have a farm that is improving and we want 

to grow our business. And we want successful farm succession I think, and the only way 

to achieve that is high-level profitability. I think it is fair to say that farm succession for 

one family member is relatively easy but two is a hell of a lot harder and we are trying to 

do it for both [name] and off a business base that is not massive. We started with 500 

acres and now we are 1,100 acres. (Waikato, top performer, male) 

[What are the main goals you want to achieve in sheep and beef farming?] We want to 

own 50% of five farms by the time we are 60. So they will become passive investments in 

our retirement, so they will provide income for our retirement but we don’t have to have a 

hands-on role running those farms. They will be with other people 20 – 30 years younger 

than us and so that will provide a passive income stream. Instead of having one big 1,000 

kg gorilla we will have five 200 kg gorillas that can easily go into succession. And one 

big farm is very difficult in succession and so if our children choose to come into any of 

our businesses they will have to purchase that and it is much easier purchasing a little 

farm than trying to split up one big massive farming operation. (Southland, top 

performer, male) 



Many top farmers either articulated clearly how they had achieved succession planning or they 

were actively working to structure their business to make sure they did develop strong succession 

plans. This included setting up new ownership structures to provide capital for development, 

reducing debt, and improving infrastructure to ensure that the farm or farms were attractive 

business propositions for the next generation to take over.  

In the last 12 months we have changed from a family farm to a company model so the 

wider family has effectively sold out of the farm and we have moved on with three new 

investors effectively so it has crystallised our interest in the farm and released family 

capital. [Is that part of succession planning?] Yes, and out of that has come a whole set of 

broader goals of what the investors thought we would achieve over the next five years. 

(Wairarapa, top performer, male) 

We are very lucky that succession is sorted out so it is not something that is weighing us 

down and you look at other stories and it is a huge issue and I feel sorry for those 

buggers and it is certainly something I don’t want to pass on to our kids, given that we 

have got three kids, and so if we can make it as clear as possible to them hopefully they 

will benefit from not having that weight on their shoulders as well. (Hawkes Bay, top 

performer, female) 

[Goals?] In the next five to seven years pay off at least half the debt of the new farm so it 

is profitable enough for the kids to take over. And try and keep the farm in good order so 

it is not a rundown farm when they take it over. And then somehow do that fairly. That is 

really important at the moment - the kids taking over the farm and how that happens is 

really important. Then again, if they don’t want to take the farm over and they want to go 

and buy land somewhere else, that is okay. (North Canterbury, top performer, female) 

3.1.2 Mid tier   

All farmers were keen on succession planning, however the mid tier were generally less confident 

that their farm would be able to be successfully passed on to the next generation.  

[It seems family plays a big role?] This is our family’s best asset, our place, and it is 

using it in the right way. When you say, why are we still farming, some people say, “Why 

don’t you just take the money and you can live happily ever after?” but I was given the 

opportunity of land by my father and it is my duty to give them the opportunity of trying to 

do it too, but it has got harder. Because once you sell up the asset it is gone and you 

never get it back. (North Otago, mid tier farmer, male) 

[What is the main goal you hope to achieve out of sheep and beef farming?] The main one 

is to pass on the property to whoever in a better shape than I found it. [So when you say 

‘whoever’ that is not necessarily family?] No. I guess we all have that aspiration but I am 

realistic to believe that if everyone wants to do other stuff that is absolutely fine. But it is 

fair to say it would be good to do the family legacy. (Hawkes Bay, mid tier farmer, male) 

For some of the mid tier farmers it seemed that their farming operations were not attractive enough 

propositions for their children to be lining up to become sheep and beef farmers. 



[What is going to happen?] I will sell it, I have to. My Dad has recently gone three years 

ago, my Mum is still alive so I would never ever sell it while she is still alive. But my kids 

don’t want it - in fact my son said when I said to him, “Where do you see yourself in all of 

this” – his comment was and I quote, “Sell it Dad and spend all the money because if you 

don’t I will.”  I just lease it and the farm is held in a trust so as soon as Mum has gone 

that trust has to be wound up and I have to pay out my siblings. At 55 now, so I will be 60 

– 65 by the time that happens and I will be ready to move. (Hawkes Bay, mid tier farmer, 

male) 

[Pass to the next generation?] No, unless one of my family want to take it over and they 

are going to have to be pretty dedicated and they are also going to have to take care of 

my wife. I suppose the older you get the less you think about being relatively wealthy but 

just actually living and having a good lifestyle or life. But if my family or kids want to 

take it over they are going to have to take on quite a lot of debt to keep me happy. I don’t 

see myself giving my farm to one of the family members just because it has to stay in the 

family. [So you do envisage selling the farm at some point?] I don’t know yet, depends 

what happens with the kids or selling it within the family is probably an option. 

(Wairarapa, mid tier farmer, male) 

A few mid tier farmers were not so driven by succession planning and this was related partly to 

there being less history on the farm and less likelihood that the next generation will take over the 

property.  

[How relevant is family in terms of motivating you to be a better farmer?] We are second 

generation, we are not 100-year farmers so we haven’t got that driving us. At this stage 

we have got two single sons who are both 40-ish. One of the problems with farming is not 

many girls want to marry sheep farmers, not like it was years ago, so there are lots of 

single younger famers around. So succession is not as important as it was when you all 

had bigger farms and lots of kids and some of them would carry on the farm. (Manawatu-

Wanganui, mid tier farmer, male) 

3.1.3 Top performers (way of life) 

The other driver that related to family was the way of life that sheep and beef farming provided. 

Most liked the flexibility that sheep and beef farming allowed, giving them time to work hours that 

suited. The fact that sheep and beef farming, if done well, could provide a good income and a 

balanced way of living was an aspect of the business that made it very appealing.   

I love the lifestyle, it can be very flexible, can be very busy hours but it can be flexible if 

you want it to be and you can make it as flexible as you like. During the winter you don’t 

have to be starting at 8 o’clock, you have got limited things that you really need to be 

doing during other times of the year. Obviously during lambing time it is all go all the 

time but then at other times of the year if it happens to be wet for a couple of days during 

the week and you can’t get anything done you don’t have to do it and you might do it at 

the weekend instead when the sun comes out. It all balances itself out in the end. (Otago, 

top performer, male) 



[What are the main reasons that you are a sheep and beef farmer?] I enjoy sheep farming 

so that is probably the main thing. I think done right it can be quite a profitable business, 

so for me it has a good combination of profitability and lifestyle. [So what do you value 

most about it?] Probably being my own boss is really important. We have expanded from 

what we started with pretty substantially and we have done that because of the sheep 

industry, so that has been quite important and that has allowed us to build up quite a 

reasonable-sized farm. And the lifestyle aspect of it I think. (Southland, top performer, 

male) 

While they had to work hard there was also more freedom to find leisure time, go on holiday and 

spend time with their children both on and off the farm when they wished.  

And it probably does come down to lifestyle, we can still see the kids when we want to 

and we are able to go away on holiday. Work hard, play hard. (North Canterbury, top 

performer, female) 

And the sense that it is not 9.00 to 5.00 you can work from 6.00 to 3.00 and go and watch 

the kids play sport. So you work perhaps longer hours but you can work around things. 

(West Otago, top performer, female) 

[So what do you particularly value or enjoy about it?] Every day is different and the 

whole family can work in the business, you can work with the kids and work around the 

family. There is an element of lifestyle attached to it. (West Otago, top performer, male) 

This flexibility allowed families to be involved in local community activities and help out when they 

could, which was an important part of being a farmer.   

We are involved in discussion groups, monitor farms we are pretty tied up with the local 

community as in I am the chairman of the local board of trustees.  [name] is on the pony 

club fundraising committee. (Gisborne, top performer, male) 

I think work life balance is pretty good so if we are working we are working efficiently. 

And I am always available to do rugby practice and if someone gets themselves in the 

pooh we are always ready to say, “Hey look we can be there in five minutes”. So the 

whole work life balance is good. (Southland, top performer, male)   

When top farmers talked about the way of life that sheep and beef farming provided it was often 

within the context of comparing favourably to dairying. They felt that dairying had less flexibility and 

required longer hours of work, with very early starts. They also seemed to take some pride in 

working in an industry that they felt was more sustainable than more intensive dairying.   

[Say you could convert to dairy, what would it be that would keep you in sheep and 

beef?] The lifestyle, the freedom that comes with it. (Hawkes Bay, top performer, male)  

[So what are the main reasons you are a sheep and beef farmer?] I think firstly it is 

sustainable, it is more profitable than dairy so once all the costs are taken off on both 

sectors the actual wealth creation that is coming out the bottom we are way better off 

with sheep and beef than we are with dairying. Then you have got the environment stuff 

and getting up at 3 o’clock in the morning and all those issues would be of concern to me. 

And I enjoy what I am doing, I enjoy working with sheep and I enjoy seeing where it goes 

in the market and it is extremely rewarding. I look at any other location, people coming 



to visit and going in to their work places internationally there is nothing else I would 

rather be doing so that is the primary driver. (Southland, top performer, male) 

3.1.4 Mid tier farmers (way of life)  

Lifestyle appeared to be a more dominant driver for many mid-performing farmers’. They were 

more likely to define success in terms of doing what they enjoyed on a daily basis, rather than 

making good profits. Indeed, if farming led to financial gain it was considered almost a bonus for 

some, but it wasn’t necessarily what kept them motivated to farm sheep and beef.  

A successful farmer is one who is doing what he likes to do, what pushes his buttons. If 

you are one of those farmers who likes to sit in front of a computer and collate data and 

measure pastures, great. If you are one of those farmers who likes to walk around his 

farm once or twice a week and it works for you, great. If you enjoy sitting on a tractor 

then great, turn your organisation into a cropping operation. I was a shearer and I still 

have a passion for wool. I still have Romneys and I still work really, really hard and get a 

good wool crop. But I enjoy doing it. I enjoy seeing good stock so that is where my focus 

lies. It may not be the most productive stock or the stock that I am getting the most gains 

from but every time I walk out the back door and look at them in the paddock I say, “Yes I 

am proud of those”. (Hawkes Bay, mid tier farmer, male) 

[What are your main goals you hope to achieve out of sheep and beef farming?] Hang in 

there and have a good life. (Mid Canterbury, mid tier farmer, female) 

[What are the main reasons you stay in the sheep and beef industry?] There is a lifestyle 

component, particularly on this type of property particularly with the extensive 

environmental work we do here. I enjoy trees, I enjoy developing. The sad reality is one 

of the lesser motivations here would be financial. (Hawkes Bay, mid tier farmer, male) 

For many in this group the perceived extra effort to increase performance was off-putting. There 

was also a sense that the amount of work needed to achieve the potentially small gains was not 

worth the effort especially when they were focused on other non-financial goals and ensuring they 

had a way of life that they enjoyed.   

If you are chasing performance it will add work and you won’t have your lifestyle any 

longer. (Mid Canterbury, mid tier farmer, female) 

I believe you can do a lot of work for not much extra gain and that doesn’t suit my golf 

handicap, I try and play once a week. (King Country, mid tier farmer, male) 



3.2 Profitability 

3.2.1 Top performers 

The top farmers were more likely to be in the business of making money. They had a much 

stronger focus on profit and were driven to achieve good returns.  

[What motivates you to keep striving and growing your business?] Probably I am a bit 

dollar driven, I like to see a good bank account balance at the end of the year so that is 

one thing. I get a lot out of having the farm looking good too - that is quite important to 

me, so I like to have a nice tidy farm and stock hopefully looking reasonably good and 

performing well, so I get a lot out of that too. (Southland, top performer, male) 

We farm bulls for the money, you could farm steers for instance and you would make less 

money but there would be less headaches. For us, we farm them just to pay off debt 

basically. The breeding is another whole thing and I suppose financially we are doing 

alright out of it. (Gisborne, top performer, male) 

The best return on capital is lifting productivity within the farm gate. So to me that is 

what I get up in the morning for. But also to have that balance, family is very important 

and I enjoy the ability to decide what goes on in my days and not be reliant on 

management of a large staff and so forth. (Wairarapa, top performer, male) 

There was a strong desire among top performers to keep pushing for even better returns. Even 

though they were all performing at much higher levels than most farmers they were still excited 

about the prospect of being able to produce more and were very confident that they would be 

successful.    

That is probably one of the things that keeps you going. I know we are nearer the top of 

the tree, our accountant tells us, but there is still plenty of room to be better. I suppose 

that drives you. (Central Otago, top performer, male) 

If I can make more money I will work to get it. I have a saying that you can always do 

better. I had the second best scanning, mixed-age ewes were 185%, two-tooths were 

180%, hoggets 85% in lamb. And the scanner said, “I haven’t got anyone like this” and I 

know what the average was but I know I can always do better and I am not satisfied with 

what I have got this year, I know I can do better. (King Country, top performer, male) 

They knew which aspects of their operations were most profitable and they altered their systems to 

make sure they took full advantage of where the money was being made. Top farmers used 

language such as how many ‘cents a kilo of dry matter’ they were achieving and worked to alter 

their systems to ensure they were achieving the most profitable return from their inputs. They were 

also very focused on achieving specified weights for their animals and high lambing percentages.   

You can grow the grass and at the end of the day you can grow a little bit more grass by 

applying nitrogen and things like that but your main one is ramping up from something 

that is doing say 8 cents a kilo of dry matter to 18 cents. If you can pick those grasses that 

will do that and still maintain good quality, that is where you will make money. (Hawkes 

Bay, top Performer, male) 



It is an important driver of farm profitability. It is very important to us and I suppose it 

has been a major focus to get high percentages. We look at what everyone else who is 

doing well does. A guy who won it [Hogget competition] about eight years ago had 

hoggets averaging 55 kg live weight and we thought, “Wow we will never get ours there” 

and now we can. (North Canterbury, top performer, female) 

Just striving really to keep that lambing percentage up and fat lambs off mum that drive 

the profit. (North Canterbury, top performer, male) 

This included having a strong understanding of where the best value lay during the life of an 

animal. This informed decisions about the age to kill or trade animals to make sure when they were 

feeding those animals they were getting the maximum growth for their inputs.   

It is something I probably taught myself through weighing cattle years ago. I still do a lot 

of weighing, but I learnt when they grew and when they didn’t grow, how and what sort 

of feed. I was killing steers at 18 months, 300 kilos 15 – 20 years ago and I realised that 

wasn’t a good use of our limited feed through February/March. I had steers growing on 

the best feed on the farm and they did 0.6 kilo a day. And that is probably back when we 

were doing 110% lambing and realised it is not good to put the feed into the steers and 

there is higher priority stock. So we quit the steers now at 15 months. (Mid Canterbury, 

top performer, male) 

Lambs at the moment yield say 42% so that gives you $2.38 and you times that by 

whatever live weight price we can get right now, which is probably about $3.20. We are 

getting a $7.60 schedule equivalent for the meat on that lamb right now and the actual 

market for the carcass is only about $6.50. So we were selling lambs last week that we 

had made about $7 a kilo live weight gain on and the person buying them off us was 

likely to make about $1 - $1.50 on completing that trade. So we had the vast majority and 

move on to the next thing  I just believe at the moment cattle are completely undervalued 

so we are dumping our sheep and getting into these yearling bulls. (Waikato, top 

performer, male) 

Top farmers tended to understand numbers well and had a firm grasp of their on-farm financials. 

The majority paid close attention to their financial position and demonstrated a deep understanding 

of margins in farming and where the best profits could be made. This was also supported in the 

quantitative survey, where top farmers were more than three times likely to indicate that they had a 

budget and that it was regularly reviewed than their mid tier peers       

We are consistently looking at all the fundamentals, condition of stock, wanting to 

achieve better each year, what our financial performance is at the end of each year and 

periodically through the year, and really keeping a handle on what is going on. I think 

that possibly sets us aside from other people. (Otago, top performer, male) 

Going back, numbers row my boat so that is probably why it does it for me. And that is 

why I have gone and sought out more ways of getting measurable performance on farm. 

(Wairarapa, top performer, male)   



And my financial monitoring is really good I think, I budget really carefully and keep an 

eye on the budget quite carefully and that sort of thing. (Southland, top performer, male) 

Analysing a basket of margins for trading stock is a must. So doing the numbers before I 

commit to trading policies. (Wairarapa, top performer, male)   

Most tended to have a strong focus on growing their business. They all saw a long-term future in 

farming and many had plans in place to become less ‘hands-on’ and play more of a governance or 

overseer role in the future.     

[So it is quite a formal plan in place?] Quite a formal plan in place. So we want to partner 

with everyone who is involved in our business and understand what they want from our 

business and so we are trying to empower them and they become part of our production 

profit goals, so that empowers all the interested parties around the business to treat it as 

their own and that reduces my workload or need to micro manage those people. That is 

working pretty successfully and so, yes, within 15 years I will probably be doing very 

little practical and certainly on our equity partnership farms I won’t do any practical 

there, it will be straight governance. So as we grow our business my workload is certainly 

decreasing. (Southland, top performer, male) 

[Where do you see yourself in five years’ time?] I see myself running 15,000 stock units, 

myself being an overseer or business in the way of my own interest but still running a 

farm myself and still doing what I enjoy. (Wairarapa, top performer, male) 

Consolidating but looking for more opportunities to buy more land. [Do you have a firm 

plan in place?]  Yes. [Are there time frames attached to it?] Yes. Set goals and our banker 

is really aware of what our plans are and set strategies. (West Otago, top performer, 

female) 

Most of the top farmers were open to the idea of borrowing money to explore an opportunity that 

they felt had merit. They viewed borrowing as an avenue for growing profits. Again, this view was 

reiterated in the quantitative survey where the top performers were considerably less likely to 

agree with the statement ‘success is having minimal debt’.     

[So your main goal?] At the end of the day it is to have a profitable operation but we are 

always looking for opportunities. I am not saying that we don’t want to pay off as much 

debt as possible - we do - but if an opportunity comes along where I think we can make 

more money on top of what we are making now, then we would look at that and possibly 

look at going into more debt to do that, by seeing in the long-term that it is going to be 

better off for us. (Hawkes Bay, top performer, male) 

You don’t want to be constrained by cash flow. All these people with debt-free farms, the 

first thing they should do is go and borrow some money. (Waikato, top performer, male) 

However there was a relationship between appetite for borrowing to increase performance with 

age and debt levels. Farmers with large overdrafts who tended to be younger were much more 

likely to push for performance out of necessity.   



You go through a life cycle too, you ask questions about whether farming is a lifestyle and 

what drives you, and there is the profit and everything, but a lot of it is a mixture of all of 

those things and it depends on your age and what your bank balance is. There is no one 

set rule for that. And I think it is a lot easier to say that farming is about lifestyle when 

you haven’t got an overdraft, but if you have a big overdraft and the bank manager 

knocking on your door every so often wanting reports, then you need to be a lot more 

focused. (Mid Canterbury, top performer, male) 

[What drives you?] Big debt, scared to go under. (Manawatu-Wanganui, top performer, 

female) 

Chuck a bit of debt in front of someone and that is always a good incentive to perform. 

(Gisborne, top performer, male) 

A key difference between top and mid tier farmers is that some mid tier farmers struggled to make 

regular decent profits, which led to them having a greater focus on holding onto a farm that could 

one day be sold for enough to fund their retirement. This kind of language was not used by top 

performing farmers.   

If you are focused on making cash to spend it then farming is a stupid thing to be in but if 

you want to make money for the long term then farming is probably the best thing to be 

in. You don’t have any cash but you have a good asset. (Canterbury, mid tier farmer, 

male) 

What motivates me to keep this farm improving is that misguided sense of family farm 

thing. None of us like seeing an asset go backwards so we keep trying to improve and 

improve. [So by the time you move on what do you want the place to be?] It has got to be 

a tidy economic unit. And I guess the cold hard fact of it is that it has to be attractive 

enough to make top dollar when it sells. So all of a sudden you are into that area that if I 

invest a dollar here, am I going to reach those goals of generating an attractive unit 

which will be marketable later on? (Hawkes Bay, mid tier farmer, male) 

Efficiency and planning key for profitability   

Among top performers an instrumental factor for achieving good financial returns was their strong 

focus on being as efficient as they could. They often talked of being able to make better profits by 

assessing farm practices and implementing them for a lower cost than other operators.   

With fodder beet now, people say you have to do things this way so I did everything the 

opposite way. I do it my way, the simple way and make it work and do it for half the costs. 

(Southland, top performer, male)  

But for me, maybe I see that you have learnt from your Dad and it is a very low cost 

system. All your maintenance gets carried out straight away and your equipment is well 

looked after and you look after your stock so it reduces all those costs not having to pay 

for animal health and not just putting on fertiliser willy nilly and being able to apply it 

yourself. Things like that have reduced the costs on the financial side, which has probably 

in turn helped your production side. Maybe not to the standard of some other people but 

by combining it all it has been successful. (Otago, top performer, female) 



A few who were heavily into cropping and knew that they had developed cropping techniques that 

meant they could do their own cropping far more efficiently.   

Our cropping is single pass from pasture to sowing. We do a hectare an hour so it is 

incredibly dirt cheap. (Waikato, top performer, male) 

We get good information and then try and make it efficient. Automated scales. Minimal 

tooling techniques for our cropping so one-pass technology. We have got a tractor that 

could last 20 years but it is just so outdated now - it is 10 years old - so we will look to 

upgrade that because the new ones are so much more efficient and people friendly. It is 

still a good machine and could last that time but it has been superseded. (Southland, top 

performer, male) 

Part of being efficient was investing in good infrastructure so if farmers had a job to do, the 

infrastructure was in place so they could carry it out as efficiently as possible i.e. quickly and with 

minimal fuss and effort. Also top farmers were also focused on carrying out farming tasks as 

efficiently as possible, such as linking up jobs so they were done in tandem.   

[Why does your farm fly so well?] The ongoing investment into good infrastructure. I like 

efficient and good time management. Good infrastructure makes good time management 

so you can get through the work load quickly. (Wairarapa, top performer, male) 

With your planning, say, if there is a fence that needs fixing you plan to do that along 

with another job. You don’t go off and do separate jobs you are always planning so you 

are keeping it as efficient as possible. (Southland, top, female) 

Top farmers also sought to be efficient by establishing simple systems that could be replicated and 

used to grow the business, or to employ staff to run a system they could easily understand and 

manage.   

I want to have more time off farm in the next five years, then I have got a nice high 

performing robust system that a guy can come in and understand. So I am very conscious 

of that. (Wairarapa, top performer, male) 

So it is a system. It is about designing a system and all that system needs then is attention 

to detail. So it needs a person who is keeping their eyes open the whole time. (Hawkes 

Bay, Top Performer, male) 

They also developed systems that allowed them to efficiently align their grass growth curve with 

market opportunities to achieve the best returns possible.  

When we were a family business it was low capital cost and efficient, it is very efficient in 

terms of feed management, effectively it is a ewe system that only runs for ten months, we 

can sell the ewes in November and buy them back again end of January. Quite a lot of our 

policies we have tried to align it with the shape of the market so we are more or less selling 

at a fairly high point in November and buying in at a relatively low point in January, so 

trying to work the shape of the market in our favour to help support what we are doing on 

farm. (Wairarapa, top performer, male) 



We send our bulls to a friend where they graze for $8 a week and we graze cows for $30 a 

week here. The whole key is that we know how to match our feed supply and demand better 

than most people and we fill up all the deficits with crops and manipulate stock numbers. 

We sold all our lambs pre-winter and bought them back cheaper after winter. (Waikato, 

top performer, male) 

For some top farmers being more efficient was a matter of producing more from less stock. A few 

talked about the importance of increasing per head performance rather than increasing their 

stocking rate for a greater return off their land.   

We are getting down to lambing only about 2,400 now. But I have been getting about 400 

– 500 more lambs running less stock. Just because we have had good seasons the stock 

are performing. That is where farming is going - it is getting more out of the same 

amount of stock basically, which is equivalent to producing more kg per hectare and 

more kg of wool per hectare. (Central Otago, top performer, male) 

So increasing per head performance rather than just higher stocking rates have been a 

good driver. (Wairarapa, top performer, male)     

The other aspect to being efficient was having a focus on long-term planning and thinking ahead.  

Actually planning would probably be one of the biggest, long-term planning, I am not 

talking a couple of weeks, I am talking months. (Otago, top performer, male) 

Having those set strategies and regular meetings, I think that really helps. Planning, 

good plans, good goals. (West Otago, top performer, female) 

You always have to have a Plan B or something up your sleeve. (Southland, top 

performer, male)   

I think I am organised and good at planning. (Wairarapa, top performer, male)   

Top farmers were good planners and always thinking about plan A, B and C to ensure they could 

anticipate issues and be ready to react quickly in the best possible way throughout the changing 

seasons. This meant they had a range of levers in place and were confident to pull these when the 

timing was right. Levers often related to different ways to cope with feed gaps, stock that could be 

sold at a moment’s notice, fertilizer that could be applied and different sales strategies as the 

market moved beneath their feet. In the structured quantitative survey, top farmers were more than 

four times as likely to say that they had a written plan for their farming operation that was reviewed 

at least once a year, than their mid tier peers.   

[Key things mid-tier farmers could do to achieve the greatest gains?] It must be from a far 

more focused pre-tup feeding regime, planned feed available and a solid Plan B if the 

climate doesn’t support you. Because you need the decent conception rates to be able to 

start anything and if you miss that boat you are already a long way behind. [Feeding is 

critical to that?] Yes, and then matching the feed supply all the way through really to have 

realistic targets. (Wairarapa, top performer, male) 



[Quite a few balls you are juggling.] Yes, keeps it interesting. There is Plan A, Plan B and 

C. Plan A is how you see the market today when you go out to do open trade, it never 

ever happens, although that is what we start on because the market is alive and it is 

changing by the day. Plan B is adjusting the trade to how the market is changing and that 

is what we are really good at. And Plan C is when that doesn’t work, hit the panic button 

and we have never got that far. But the skill is to have Plan B. (Waikato, top performer, 

male) 

Flexibility is important on any farm I reckon. [For what reasons?] For climatic 

conditions. Anyone who talks to me and says, “I am an all breeding farm” I say, “you are 

nuts”. You want something that you can just pull the pin on and just sell. Even if you have 

just got a mob of heifers or steers that you are growing out a bit more and then you can 

fatten them or store them for forward stores. (Hawkes Bay, top performer, male) 

Good planning included proactively thinking about what could happen in the future and identifying 

how to best prepare to respond to issues as they arose. This led to some farmers grazing 

important stock off-farm during feed shortages as they knew the importance of feeding them well if 

they were to perform in the long term. With many facets of farming, there was not a quick and 

obvious result from an intervention; often farmers had to make decisions around stock treatment 

when the result of that decision would not be realised until well into the future. To do this well took 

considerable insight and understanding of their animals.    

And that is why I sent them away to Greenfields for two years because we just didn’t have 

the feed here. It was better to pay someone else who had it because if you are going to 

have those sheep for the next five to six years, if they are poor as a two-tooth they will be 

poor for the next five years. (Central Otago, top performer, male) 

The thing is with farming, every decision you make there is a flow on, but then you have 

got a whole year to rectify it and see if it has worked or if it hasn’t worked. It is like 

scanning that starts way back after weaning getting ewes back into condition. So you 

have always got to be thinking two or three steps ahead, what am I going to do now to 

make sure that happens in so many months’ time?  (Gisborne, top performer, female) 

Planning was also critical to how top farmers managed to farm through droughts. If they waited to 

develop a plan until they were in a middle of a feed shortage it would be too late to farm 

successfully through the event. Not only did top farmers have a plan, they also had a fall-back plan 

and were skilled at reading the signs to know when to execute it.  

If you are proactive about things you can often avoid disasters, touch wood, fair enough 

to say we haven’t had any major disasters. We farmed through some significant droughts. 

Early on in our career we had the 88-89 drought and then 92 snow fall fairly major 

weather events so we bounced back through those quite well through being proactive and 

minimizing our losses. One of the things to probably help is to actually have a plan and 

go through every year we look and say, we are probably going to dry off at some stage 

and sometimes you look as though you are drying off early so you have to have a plan in 

mind as to what sort of action you can take and when you do take it. Because to do 

nothing is the easiest thing but it is often the wrong thing. (Mid Canterbury, top 

performer, male) 



Efficiency key for adoption of new technology 

As we have already seen, top farmers were very keen on working efficiently (and planning was 

central to this). It seems that improving on-farm efficiency was the acid test that most of them 

applied to decisions around adoption of new technology. Also for automation to make its way into 

top operations there needed to be evidence that it would pay its way. One area that was meeting 

the test for top farmers was the more accurate and efficient application of fertiliser and spraying 

using GPS mapping.    

[New technology?] I bought a GPS yesterday to get all of our spraying better. I am quite 

happy to invest in technology that gives a reasonably good return. Life does get more 

complicated because you have to remember how to use all of these things. Everything is 

getting more complicated and I am not very good at that stuff anyway. But I believe you 

have to invest in technology. (Waikato, top performer, male) 

[New technology?] Yes there is quite an interesting practice coming on board at the 

moment with fertiliser and it is all done through GPS and being quite specific to the 

fertiliser drop as to what is required rather than just doing a blanket application. 

Because fertiliser is a huge cost for us on farm. So as far as our type of farming that will 

be interesting to see how that unfolds. (Hawkes Bay, top performer, female) 

Computer modelling the likes of fertiliser, we have now reduced our spreading costs by 

35% by using accurate computer modelling. (Southland, top performer, male) 

The mapping technology also allowed for more accurate and efficient communication between the 

farmer and the spreaders. The system allowed for a simpler, straight-forward way for farmers to 

communicate to their spreaders exactly which paddocks they wanted done.  

[New technology?] The farm mapping tools that is becoming better, for instance my 

fertiliser now I am linked to my spreader who does the application and I have got a farm 

map and I can identify the paddocks, email it and it automatically is sent through to him. 

I log on to his website through the farm tracker so I am using that more. So there is not so 

much the need to meet and communicate, you get that relationship going and you want it 

simple, you want it idiot proof. (Wairarapa, top performer, male) 

There were a few young farmers who were motivated by a wider passion of contributing to the 

industry and were happy to be at the forefront of road-testing new technology.   

When we talked about what farmers we wanted to be, we said we wanted to be more 

leading-edge, so technology was something we wanted to embrace rather than being told 

to embrace. So we are quite happy to be there to try it out and to iron out the bumps and 

bruises before it goes out to general farming public. And at this stage we are silly enough 

and ugly enough to do it. It is a calculated decision when you do it. (Hawkes Bay, top 

performer, female) 

 



Another example of new technology that was on the horizon that many of the top farmers 

expressed an interest in was drones. 

[New Technology?] Our primary focus is on the drones and all the applications that they 

are going to do. So that is that whole robotic technology I am very interested in. 

(Southland, top performer, male) 

As with other technological innovations, a drive for greater efficiency was a key reason why 

farmers were interested in the prospect of using drones. These farmers could see how drones 

could bring significant time and cost savings to their businesses in areas such as checking for 

water leaks and if stock needed shifting. It was also suggested that drones could save running 

costs for farm vehicles, as they would be needed less to cover the ground that the drones could 

more efficiently cover 

 [New technology?] Drones. [Do you think they will be useful to you?] Yes definitely. [In 

what way?] We are 7km that way and 7km that way - it will cut out a fair bit of 

transportation if I could go up there in a matter of minutes and see what I am looking at 

and whether the water system is okay or whether a cow or sheep or stock need moving. 

All these things are not going to make a poor farmer a good farmer, they will assist an 

average farmer be maybe slightly better. (Wairarapa, top performer, male) 

One thing that could be quite interesting are the drones. That looks quite cool especially 

going around. For the next month you are flying around all the paddocks looking for cast 

sheep and all of that, a drone would scoot around. It would save all the wear and tear on 

the motorbikes as well as upsetting stock. So that could be one thing that could be 

interesting. But even though you have that drone you still have to go out and fix but it just 

means instead of going through every paddock you might only have to go into 20 – 30% 

of them. (North Canterbury, top performer, male)  



3.3 Industry confidence  

3.3.1 Top performers  

Top farmers strongly believed that sheep and beef farming was both profitable and sustainable 

while also delivering an enviable way of life. Their confidence in the industry was central to driving 

them to perform at the levels they did. Most were excited about the growing demand for their 

products around the world.  

[Confident in long term future of sheep and beef farming?] I am reasonably confident. 

The world is going to need our product and it is not getting more of it. [So the main 

reason for your confidence is that the world needs protein?] I think it does and the 

numbers of sheep have been declining and somewhere it is going to level out. That is 

meat, wool is a whole other issue. (Central Otago, top performer, male)  

[Confidence?] Very confident, I think it has got a huge place. I think that we have got 

such a great product in lamb and sheep meat that it is still an awesome product and that 

when people are wanting to pay for it, it is going to become a niche market product. 

(North Canterbury, top performer, male)  

[Confident?] Very confident - I think it is on the way forward. I have proven that you can 

get the same returns as a dairy unit off the same area. [When you say on the way 

forward, can you talk me through that?] I think new markets that are opening up in 

China, although China is fickle, it looks good and promising. (Wairarapa, top performer, 

male) 

There was also a sense that sheep farming was an attractive long-term proposition, particularly as 

alternatives such as dairying were not as environmentally sustainable. These top farmers definitely 

saw a great long-term opportunity in sheep farming.    

[How confident are you in the long-term future of sheep and beef farming in New 

Zealand?] I am quite confident about that. I think the supply and demand equation is 

really favouring sheep farming and I think the dairy industry has been taking over sheep 

farming country and I think they face some pretty major hurdles environmentally, labour-

wise and animal health-wise in terms of use of antibiotics and supply and demand even is 

affecting them. So I feel quite confident about the sheep industry. (Southland, top 

performer, male) 

[Confidence?] Very confident. I think that the industry is shrinking and so will go away 

from being a commodity produced to a niche and so I think that is pretty exciting, so I am 

hoping the industry shrinks more and so as more pressure comes on us to perform that 

helps innovation and helps us to become more efficient. (Southland, top performer, male) 

[Confidence?] Very confident. The ability to produce fat lambs, which is the bulk of our 

income for niche marketing, is looking very promising.... [Do you think the flock size will 

keep getting smaller or will it level off now?] We are under 30 million now - I would say 

that there still might be a little bit more shrinkage but those that commit to being sheep 

farmers will do quite well, they will just get better and better. (Wairarapa, top performer, 

male) 



As well as being buoyed by structural movements in the industry, top farmers were also very 

confident in their own ability to achieve greater returns by what they could implement behind the 

farm gate. They were already making good profits and were confident that through greater 

efficiencies, greater innovations, growing high quality feeds, and farming smarter there were still 

even better profits to be had.  

We are getting smarter with our systems of growing high quality feeds at the right times 

with profitable stock classes. [How are we getting smarter?] Better matching pasture 

types to different classes of ground, more targeted inputs. (Wairarapa, top performer, 

male)  

I am very confident, there is a ton of opportunity. When you think about genetics, forages, 

the wastage on farm in terms of scanning to lambing percentage, EID for tracking and 

animal performance, smart technology that may or may not be invoked, you can have 

walk over weighing from paddock to paddock. I am very confident. [So you think there 

are real opportunities for development and growth?] Yes, and a lot of that will be around 

technology and the application of technology and I don’t just mean phones and IT 

technology - it is genetics, pasture cultivars, the whole lot. Smarter application of stuff 

that is probably sitting in universities as we speak. (Southland, top performer, male) 

[Sounds exciting.] It is. There are still plenty of gains to be made. (Gisborne, top 

performer, male) 

The reasonably strong prices that stock are currently achieving also played a part in driving 

farmers’ confidence.  

We are very confident. We are achieving high-level profitability year on year and it looks 

to be improving. [What is improving?] Our budget forecasts for the coming 12 months 

are significantly ahead of last year. [What is driving this increasing level of profits?] As 

traders the lamb values being over $100 helps because it is a bigger cake to cut up. 

(Waikato, top performer, male) 

[Confidence?] Fairly confident. I think the markets are trending up. (Wairarapa, top 

performer, male) 

Meat has been going up but if you went back to when dad started farming the money was 

all in wool. (Central Otago, top performer, male) 

High confidence leads to willingness to invest and trying new ideas  

Because these top performers had high levels of confidence in the industry and in their ability to 

maximise returns, they were much more willing to invest in their operations to increase their 

returns. If they sensed that better returns could be made by  investing resources they were quick to 

give it a ‘crack’ and confident they could make it work. This meant they were comfortable to carry 

costs when there was the potential for money to be made.    

I guess that is something – if I can see an improvement I am not worried about the cost so 

much. If I think there is a definite improvement, if I was comparing that to some other 

farmers they think about the cost first, so I am probably more the opposite. If I can see 

something is justified I give it a crack. (Southland, top performer, male) 



Our fixed work and expenses per stock unit are a long way ahead of the average but when 

you do them in relationship to your gross farming expenses they are less. So it is the 

efficiency of your expenses I suppose. [That is a good example of you can make money by 

spending it?] Yes. I think our gross farming expenses are about $20 a stock unit ahead 

but we’re $50 a stock unit ahead of the average. (Central Otago, top performer, male) 

Top farmers generally did not hold back or make excuses when they saw an opportunity; they were 

prepared to take calculated risks and tended to look for ways of making opportunities work for 

them.  

For us our first reaction to a new ideas isn’t we can’t do that but rather than how can we 

do it? (Mid Canterbury, top performer, male)  

A standout difference among top performers when compared to their mid tier counterparts was 

their willingness to change and try new ideas. They tended to have a more positive view of the 

industry and were eager to learn from others. 

I am very positive on things and always trying to look for an opportunity. (Waikato, top 

performer, male) 

An ability to look at what other people are doing and not get set in the old ways. Change. 

A lot of people won’t look at new ways of farming but you have to look at it. (North 

Canterbury, top performer, female) 

Most of them were aware that they led the way in trying innovations and others looked to them to 

see how to implement new farming practices. This meant some of them were actively developing 

new approaches that others would eventually follow. 

[New ideas?] I guess we are open to pretty much any new idea and pretty much prepared 

to try anything we can fit into our system. [How do you come across those ideas?] Some 

we just dream up and try ourselves, some you will look closely at the different seminars 

and things put on by Beef and Lamb and the monitor farm type programmes plus sharing 

ideas with other farmers and the farming media. Put all that together. (Wairarapa, top 

performer, male) 

[New approaches?] Sometimes those farmers who are worried about that will give it a 

crack when it is proven but they just need to give farmers like myself who has given it a 

go - they need to give them more support instead of thinking, “I knew it was going to 

fail”. But having said that I would say more than three-quarters of anything new I have 

tried has been successful, probably more than that. It is a bit like sheep scanning, as soon 

as the guy rang me up I couldn’t get in there fast enough. I just thought “shit that would 

be good to know what the sheep are having”. Whereas a lot of people thought “oh no it is 

going to cost me this much”. (Southland, top performer, male) 

This farmer thought that the ANZ initiative to lend farmers money to invest in improving pastures 

was a good idea, as farmers needed to invest in their farms if they wanted increased productivity. 

However he noted that there was a skill in getting cultivation right, so if farmers were to make a 

return on this investment they needed to be careful to control their cultivation costs.    



I will put a plug in for ANZ, that $100,000 they are giving everyone on low interest rates 

to go and start improving their farm. I think that is a good thing, they have to target 

where they spend it quite carefully. People should be taking that up. When you think your 

whole land value is $10,000 per hectare there is very little extra to double the 

productivity off it. Might be 5% extra and you are suddenly getting huge gains. But there 

is cultivation and cultivation. Costs can completely go out of control. There is a fair bit of 

skill in getting bang for your buck in that too. (Waikato, top performer, male) 

However top performers didn’t blindly pursue new ideas; many also talked about the importance of 

having an analytical bent to help them quickly assess opportunities and make good decisions. 

[What helps you perform?] Having a fairly analytical approach to identifying 

opportunities. (Wairarapa, top performer, male) 

I think that is one of my strengths, I am quite good at analysing things. (Southland, top 

performer, male) 

There was a strong sense among top performers that they could always do better and this meant 

they were constantly entertaining ideas of change.   

[What motivates you to keep striving and working hard as a farmer?] We want to always 

improve. I am a perfectionist really I want to be doing better all the time and if we are not 

doing better I want to know why so I can change whatever is going wrong to be better 

again. I think you just want to keep getting better and when you are in a discussion group 

and you are hearing your discussion members talking about what they are doing and 

achieving then I want to be as good as that if not better, so you try and benchmark 

yourself against other people. Just try and do better all the time. (Otago, top performer, 

male) 

We are always striving to keep improving. I don’t know how much more we can push out 

the other end but there are always areas I am trying to raise. (North Canterbury, top 

performer, male) 

We are pretty good at keeping it fresh as well. There is always a project on the go, there 

is always a new experiment. So we often sit down and talk about where we are at and 

where we would like to get to because I think it is good to have that new energy in the 

business as well. (Hawkes Bay, top performer, female) 

At times it meant they were prepared to go against the grain and purposely set out to run farming 

systems that were different from other farmers to allow them to meet a gap in the market. Critical to 

going against the flow was a confidence in their ability to identify opportunities and make them 

work.    

I think that is the thing, not to be scared to be different. We have copped a lot of criticism. 

(Gisborne, top performer, female) 



It is a ewe policy based on buying cheap ewes and making them good to medium so we 

run a ewe policy that has no replacement costs. Which is not broadly replicated I guess, 

because if everyone did it, it wouldn’t work.... Our whole ewe system is old. It is bought in 

ewes from other people’s rejects so it is effectively a last gasp flock. We bought in junk 

we fix up and make good again. So in some ways we try as far as possible not to replicate 

the system they failed in. It is a slightly unusual ewe system so we are not working with 

high quality. We are working with old tired proven performers I guess and giving them an 

easy ride... effectively it is a ewe system that only runs for ten months, we can sell the 

ewes in November and buy them back again end of January. (Wairarapa, top performer, 

male)    

It comes back to being prepared to have a go at some new things. Conventional wisdom is 

to push your lambing back to follow a grass growth curve - we go the opposite way, we 

brought the old ewes and they are just about finished lambing, so you use a bit of 

nitrogen, you get organised, you lamb them, mum and the kids are off sold before 

Christmas and you can do another crop, store lambs, finishing, whatever, sell grass to a 

dairy farmer if necessary, whatever is profitable. So we are not frightened to use fertiliser 

- we were spraying ProGibb on pastures the other day, that has only been around for 

about four years and mostly in a dairy farm situation but it is a plant growth 

regulator/promoter. I don’t know how many other sheep farmers would be even looking 

at that let alone trying it. So a wee bit of innovation, a good fast follower, won’t be there 

on day one but will be fairly close to it and often that is because of that enthusiasm of 

youth that keeps the stock manager pushing me along. (Southland, top performer, male) 

This top farmer said that when they heard farmers were getting out of bulls they saw this as an 

opportunity to focus on this class of stock.  

 What is the best way to farm bulls because someone said to us once the best way to turn 

grass into dollars is bulls, and we researched that and someone else said everyone is 

getting out of bulls why are you getting into them? And we thought, “If everyone is 

getting out we are definitely going to get in” because that is the time to get in. 

(Manawatu-Wanganui, top performer, female) 

Top farmers were more prepared to take risks; however they took calculated risks with many 

indicating that they were normally experimenting with a certain percentage of their farm budget 

every year, which meant if the risk didn’t pay off it was unlikely to have a major impact on the 

overall viability of the farm. Top farmers seemed to be less afraid of failure. Sometimes their 

experiments didn’t work, however being more confident this didn’t stop them from having another 

go.   

 People say, trying new things is a risk but to me it is not a risk because I make calculated 

decisions and I am backing my own performance, so it is not a risk - it is a calculated 

decision. (Wairarapa, top performer, male) 

 I enjoy the cropping side of it too, the likes of plantain we try and have a proportion of 

our business experimental every year. Not a dangerous proportion, but maybe 5 to 10%. 

(Waikato, top performer, male) 



 I guess my rule of thumb is I have 70% of my business as my core policy, core enterprise 

that is performing as well as it can, and then I like to have 30% flexibility depending on 

season, markets, margin opportunities. So you are not trying to change a whole farm 

system all at once or all the time. So I think sticking to your knitting in that respect, that 

70% I just do that as well as I can and 30% gives you that real stimulation and that is the 

profit bit. [You can make some big wins?] Yes, that is really where you are maximizing 

your opportunities in that 30%. [So what kind of animals sit in that 30%?] Working it 

back on a cents per kilo of dry matter to see what animal is best suited to eat that feed 

and I have been grazing bull calves over the summer, we are grazing dry ewe hoggets 

during spring feed surpluses. Ability to buy trade heifers I have got them on at the 

moment. (Wairarapa, top performer, male) 

Part of accessing opportunities and taking calculated risks for these top farmers was a greater 

propensity to be actively running trials and experimenting. Most top performers indicated that if 

they were exploring a new idea they preferred to run a small scale trial to see how it worked on 

their property and then expand it out the following season if the results from the trial were 

promising.   

If we think we can implement it we will do it on a small scale to make sure it works. We 

will test run it and try it. And then we will up the scale of it. (West Otago, top performer, 

male) 

[Any other examples of trials you do like that?] Grass species, we have a paddock up 

here we still call the trial plot. We just drilled about an acre of eight or nine types of 

different grasses and saw how it went. [Was that sponsored by a seed company?]  No, we 

did it ourselves. (Central Otago, top performer, male) 

What I am regularly doing is trying something new to determine what the policy is going 

to be next year. So you might try a bit of grain-assist one year to prove it works and then 

roll it out over a bigger proportion or more mobs the following year. (Wairarapa, top 

performer, male) 

By actively experimenting these farmers built up knowledge and skills and honed their farming 

operations. Sometimes the trials had unintended outcomes or took some time before a clear result 

was achieved. However for new practices to become part of farm policy they needed to be more 

profitable. 

[You said you do lots of on farm trials - is that an example?] That was one quite a while 

ago. We have done some more recent ones and given them copper and selenium and 

weighed and recorded them. We have trialled sheep that shed their own wool. The non-

shearing aspect was probably not a big one with them but they turned out to be an 

excellent breed for mating over our hoggets. Nice lambs that grow like stink. [But that 

wasn’t the main reason for it?] No it wasn’t. (Mid Canterbury, top performer, male) 

So we have just tried new things with little risks when we had a high debt and now we are 

confident in what we are doing we risk 15% of our income every year on blue sky ideas. 

And that actually leads to 40% of our profit but I haven’t got the courage to put 40% into 

that category which could lead to 80 – 90% of our profit but you are getting into high risk 

which is not me. I am probably medium-risk. But one word is innovation and asking the 

question, “Why do we do something that way?” and if people who are performing at 160 



170% lambing are making small profits, then why are we still pushing that direction? 

(Southland, top performer, male) 

This top farmer had been through a trial process of mothering triplet lambs on to single ewes. They 

noted that the only way to learn how to do this successfully on their farm was to trial it and see how 

it went. They were now into their third year and the results were proving to be very profitable.  

 So one example is we do a big triplet lamb mothering on process here, where we mother 

triplet lambs on to single mums and that has been with the assistance with Beef and 

Lamb in the planning stages, but really pretty much on-farm with us and the staff we 

have employed to have a go at that. But a lot of learning from that you only really get by 

doing it and seeing what actually happens on your farm, a lot comes down to the nuances 

of your own farm of what affects success or failure there... So I guess from kind of 180 – 

190% survival baseline of triplets with a less than 28kg weaning weight by the second 

year the best part of our model was doing just a squeak under 230% survival and 34kg 

weaning weights...We employ a specialist to run it in the shed. There is a big return as 

well wider than just the lambs you save. We mothered on over 250 lambs last year which 

obviously there is a return in that group of lambs but there is a knock on effect with the 

rest of the family that is no longer encumbered by the third lamb. So we get a lift on the 

ones we save and we leave behind a stronger family in the paddock so it is like a double 

whammy. We were tracking at about a $50 - $60 per lamb so it is pretty positive. 

(Wairarapa, top performer, male) 

Another Wairarapa farmer had been running a system whereby he had been lambing three times 

every two years. While this system had been profitable for him in the past, he now felt that due to 

the improving genetics of sheep he no longer needed such as system to deliver the returns he was 

after, consequently he was happy to overhaul his system and go in a new direction that he was 

now looking forward to mastering.  

Over the last seven years I have been lambing three times in two years so I have had a 

flock of ewes who have effectively been tailor made to lamb out of season. I did that after 

doing numbers and doing some research on it and running it through Farmax and it was 

at that point in time more profitable than a traditional sheep breeding system... and it was 

profitable. But I have got to a point now in the last 12 months where I am actually going 

to downsize it because I feel the genetics of the rams out there like the sheep breeders 

they have come a long way in the last seven or eight years and I don’t think there is such 

a margin to be made out of my system now so I am moving back to a high performance 

traditional system. So I am happy to make the changes, I am not staying with the system 

just because that is what I have always done, I am more than happy to switch back and I 

don’t see it as a defeat at all. It was interesting and now this new direction is going to be 

just as interesting. (Wairarapa, top performer, male) 



Cropping a key area of experimentation 

Cropping and putting in new pastures was a key area where top farmers seemed to be constantly 

experimenting in order to achieve greater performance from their block. Top farmers often talked 

about the significant gains they were making in animal weights through increased cropping. 

Cropping allowed them to relieve some of the feed pressure on their farm over the winter, while 

setting their stock up for decent weight gains.  

So we looked to feeding about 80% of our twin bearing ewes on a fodder crop for 50 days 

prior to lambing and the flow on effects of that are your ability to shut quite a bit of the 

property up and just grow grass while those ewes are locked down on crop being fed 

their full allocation. We had between 900 and 1,000 twin bearing ewes of similar 

condition, so we took the real fat ones off and fed them as normal on grass and took the 

light ones off and fed them better because we were able to because we didn’t have the 

feed pressure with the ultimate goal, not saying we achieved it, but with the ultimate goal 

of having all the sheep in the same condition at set stocking. There is the odd exception. 

And then from that on-farm trial over the last two years and we have just finished the 

third year now we have seen a significant increase in lamb weight at docking, lamb 

weaning weight and a decrease in lamb mortality and ewe mortality which are pretty big 

drivers. (Hawkes Bay, top performer, male) 

I am going to try a different pasture type this year, rape and hybrid rye grass mix. It is 

not a big thing but I have been doing a lot of swede crops and I am trying to move away 

from that a wee bit. I am not happy with the hogget growth performance on swedes over 

the winter time. So looking at doing something else to try and get better wintering for 

them. [What helped you make the decision to move to that?] I had been thinking about it 

for a year or two and then I was at a seminar earlier this year and there was an 

agronomist talking and he talked about the benefits. So I talked to him afterwards and I 

talked to my local rep as well and he is going to come up with a mixture and help me with 

management a little bit. (Southland, top performer, male) 

Top farmers knew that strategically using crops to fill feed gaps when grass cover was low   

resulted in much improved performance of their animals.  

It is all feed. I grow a lot of lucerne, it is quality feed. I feed a lot of lucerne hay and 

lucerne baleage, it is mainly hay - I find hay is better feed than baleage especially closer 

to lambing. But generally it is just feed, feeding your sheep. Our biggest percentage in 

our lambing percentage is in our two-tooths, two-tooths or Corriedale. Two-tooths, a lot 

of people it is a battle just to get to 100% lambing out of them. Our two-tooths have been 

scanning about 165%, they are not far behind the rest of the ewes. And the only way we 

have got to that is growing your hoggets out. Hoggets through the winter and probably 

that crucial period when the swede runs out until about December, if you can grow your 

hoggets out well you stand a much better chance as a two-tooth of getting good lambs out 

of them. (Central Otago, top performer, male) 

Some top farmers were making significant investments into cropping as they knew this was how 

they were going to greatly lift the production of their properties.  

[How do you plan to reach your goals of almost doubling your number of lambs?] 

Through a rapid expansion of the forage and brassica systems. We will be planting an 



extra 150 hectares a year and with half of that return on investment spread over four 

years the forage systems so it should be a rolling ball effect as we ramp it up. [Pretty 

exciting, that is a lot of land in crop?] Yes it is a lot of cost too. For our team if it looks 

good and we can throw $100 or $200,000 at it. We have got a fair bit of experience in 

that area and one business partner it is his core business and we are probably as 

experienced as anyone on the East Coast with them. (Wairarapa, top performer, male) 

Many were experimenting with different mixes of crops to get the right configuration to suit both 

their style of farming and the climate in which they farmed.   

[Are there any new approaches to farming you have heard about that potentially could be 

quite useful for you.] We are probably going to look the plantain and clover-type mixes, 

and we need to look at lucerne mixes and revisit them. [When you say look at them how 

will you go about that and work out the best way to go on that?] I suppose we want to 

replace two or three paddocks of lucerne a year, we have just taken four out so we need 

to put three in but the whole overseer problem with lucerne is making us think maybe we 

should put in a couple of lucerne mixes and a couple of straight lucernes. [So lucerne mix 

does that mean you use less fertiliser?] Less lucerne so it is not straight lucerne it has 

broom and chicory and plantain with it. [Why do you want to move to more mixes?] The 

whole overseer problem, nutrient leaching is supposed to be really bad on lucerne. And 

maybe for the soil health too because they reckon the mixes are better for the soil. (North 

Canterbury, top performer, female) 

We started off with straight swords of chicory, straight sword of plantain, straight sword 

of red clover and we studied the growth rates pretty carefully on that, male stock versus 

female stock, did a bit of grading, what was doing what with what and then slowly be 

default and for ease of management we morphed all those feeds together, clover, chicory 

and plantain all into one brew. And now that is basically a stock standard herb crop and 

then we used the traditional Brassica between a summer feed and an autumn sowing 

pasture and that sort of stuff. (Hawkes Bay, top performer, male) 

[Is there any new technology on the horizon you are quite excited about and looking to 

bring into your operation?] Definitely thoughts of the new forage species. The red clovers 

and sprayable plantains, I think that is close. [Your system is going to be hugely reliant 

on forage isn’t it?] Yes. A lot of that will be the spray technology catching up with it. I 

think generally the shifts towards farming a deeper root zone in the summer dry is a huge 

climb forward for us. The likes of red clovers and plantains, so they are looking for 

moisture two or three times deeper than grass does. [That could make a huge difference 

in dry zones couldn’t it?] Yes. And better massively increased survival of the plants. 

(Wairarapa, top performer, male) 

It was clear that it wasn’t easy to grow good crops, which meant it could be a risky investment for 

some. Growing crops well was a subject area that top farmers worked to learn more about. They 

were keen on ensuring they set their farms up appropriately to make the most of their crops, and 

they often looked to access specialist advice to make sure they got it right.    

 The subdivision allows you to utilise those crops to their maximum potential and look 

after them, they are a big investment re-grassing and crops. So when you make that 

investment you want good payback. And I upskilled myself to be able to manage them. 

(Wairarapa, top performer, male)      



 [So you are looking at fodder beet at the moment.] We have done it before. The numbers 

on it look awesome so I believe it is worth a trial. I know there are issues that come with 

it both feeding and growing. And that is a classic case of surrounding yourself with the 

right information so you have your eyes wide open with what you are going into. [You 

went to Christchurch to find out more about that by the sounds of it?] Yes I was going 

anyway but they organised to go to these people at Silverstream. So it is just trying to get 

as much information as possible really. (Waikato, top performer, male) 

Genetics another key area of experimentation  

Another one of the important areas that top farmers felt it was worth investing money into was 

genetics. Most noted that through experimentation with good genetics and different breeds they 

had achieved significant gains in farm productivity.  

[Central to achieving your current performance?] Quite happy to pay good money for 

good genetics. A couple of years ago we had more triplets scanned than we had singles so 

then how do you manage all of that, it was almost too much. (Southland, top performer, 

male) 

[Critical to your success?] The key one is genetics. So we started from a Romney flock 

that was producing okay and then when the pressure came on with those dry years we 

had trouble, 07 – 09 we had trouble growing our replacement sheep out so we had to 

make a change. So we changed our ram genetics and by buying in our replacements we 

changed our maternal genetics as well. And that saw a huge lift for us. (Hawkes Bay, top 

performer, male)  

The only animals we buy in are our bulls and a few rams, we have a lead flock and we 

breed our own rams so I don’t mind spending quite a lot of money on those sorts of 

things. (Mid Canterbury, top performer, male) 

This top farmer from North Canterbury believed that genetics had been the biggest driver of 

profitability in his operation.  

Genetics are massive, that is the driver of profitability I believe. [So what do you do 

around that?] We went into composite sheep probably 12 or 13 years ago and that without 

question has been the biggest driver of profitability for us. Rather than having pretty 

sheep you have a profitable sheep and although you still have to be structurally correct 

don’t get hung up on small things. In today’s market with the wool where it is sitting and 

other things like maybe a pink nose or something like that, as long as they are 

structurally and performance wise there don’t get too hung up about looks. But genetics 

has absolutely been the difference to the reason why I believe we have become a lot more 

profitable. (North Canterbury, top performer, male) 

 



Genetics was an area where most top performers were happy to invest considerable effort to make 

sure they were sourcing the best they could find for their system. For some that meant looking 

outside New Zealand to source stock to lift farm productivity, and others it meant investing in 

companies focused on research to produce sheep with more profitable traits.  

Good genetics. I am trying to source the best rams I can from whichever breeder I am 

going to at the time. [How do you go about that?] It is hard when you go to a new ram 

breeder to put you straight at the top but you are always asking what sort of a pick am I 

going to get, where are you going to be on the list. A lot of them are quite good with new 

clients they usually have some of their top rams still available. (Southland, top performer, 

male)  

We have been getting involved in an Australian equivalent of SIL, we are trialling it at the 

moment but it is all up in the air. But on that you can select constantly for your increased 

eye muscle and better fat scores and everything. (Central Otago, top performer, male) 

[So what do you do to make sure you get the best you can on to the property?] We are 

shareholders in a company. They are doing a heap of research such as trials in things 

like omegas. And it is amazing. Everybody goes on about how important fish is with 

Omega 3, we are proving that if you feed with different forages that lamb is better. (North 

Canterbury, top performer, male)  

Even though top farmers talked about the importance of genetics they were also quick to point out 

that in order to get the best out of the genetics they had to feed their stock well.  

It is the old adage - it is not the breeding it is in the feeding, it is 90% feeding and it is 

still vital, but I don’t think you can underestimate the importance of genetics. I was a 

huge breeder with a different breed of sheep and I could just never get any performance 

out of them and yet my father in law up in Gisborne was cruising along doing 130% 

lambing with good healthy stock and I thought it was just climate but now we are doing 

150%. So we have moved from 100% - 150% and we are probably between 145 – 150% 

for the last three years so they are all achievable. (North Canterbury, top performer, 

male) 

There would be at least 60 – 70% of farmers who don’t get the best out of their genetics 

because they don’t feed them well enough and it is vice versa, it is no good having good 

genetics if you don’t feed the buggers. (Central Otago, top performer, male) 

Another aspect of increasing the performance of stock that top farmers seemed to be quite focused 

on was culling poor performers.  

[Improving farm performance?] Probably culling. [What is your policy around culling?] 

Anything that doesn’t get up to the weights in time that we want, they definitely have to be 

above 45 kg before they go to a ram. Daggy, feet. [So you are quite aggressive?] Yes, 

especially the hoggets when you are around that time you are weighing them. We weigh 

them a lot through the summer for weights for lambs to go so the hoggets get weighed 

quite a bit then too. We do quite a bit of it by eye, [Name] is quite good at that. (North 

Canterbury, top performer, female) 



We are always dealing with the stock ourselves, we crutch all our own ewes at weaning 

most of the time and the records we have what we call a black tag mob and anything we 

don’t like we put a black tag on and it goes to a terminal sire. And we have found the 

performance of our stock has gone up so much over the last few years firstly because the 

lambing percentage has gone up so we have a bigger group to choose our replacements 

off so it is just creating selection pressure on your capital mob. (Central Otago, top 

performer, male) 

3.3.2 Mid tier farmers (Industry confidence) 

Lower confidence in industry and less motivation to try new ideas  

Confidence in the industry, confidence in their ability and farming experience, and willingness to 

experiment were strong drivers for top farmers to try new ideas and invest in improvements. In 

contrast, mid-performing farmers tended to have mixed levels of confidence in the future of their 

industry. There were some who, like the top performers, talked about the strong demand in world 

markets for their outputs. However they were also just as likely to think that external factors were 

going to have a negative impact on their farming operations.    

[How confident are you in the long-term future of sheep and beef farming in New 

Zealand?] Reasonably confident. [Why is that?] It is quite simple - it is supply and 

demand at the end of the day. I think there is going to be demand for our products and as 

long as we get the other issues sorted – environmental issues are going to be a big threat 

– it is not so much the environmental issues but the environmentalists driving the issues. 

But I think [I’m] reasonably confident. (Southland, mid tier farmer, male) 

In the long term, if you read the stuff that Beef and Lamb has been putting out, the stuff 

that is advertised in the paper, I think over the next few years we would have to be 

reasonably confident. That of course can change if there is a drought or adverse weather 

conditions because as we all know the moment there is a drought everyone wants to sell 

lambs. Meat companies very quickly plummet the price. (Hawkes Bay, mid tier farmer, 

male)   

The mid tier farmers generally felt they had less control over the financial performance of their 

farms. Among this group of farmers there was a greater tendency to blame the industry for their 

circumstances and they believed that what happened off their farm had a much stronger impact on 

their profitability than anything they could influence on-farm.     

[Confident in long-term future of sheep and beef farming?] Not very. It has been ongoing 

for years, you have got companies unwilling to work with each other to get the best 

solution. They are protecting their own jobs with no thought of the future for farming. 

(North Otago, mid tier farmer, male) 

[Confidence?] Medium. I’m an old bloke who has seen it all before and I distrust the meat 

and wool industry to be able to market properly and get their act together. The product is 

good but we are a bad industry to get together. Wool would be a classic example, nothing 

wrong with the wool but everyone else makes money out of it except us. (Manawatu-

Wanganui, mid tier farmer, male) 



I think the different genetics and the different grass type and varying amounts of fertilizer 

we might put on will make minimal difference versus government policy, trade 

agreements and currency regulations and so that is why we go, “Great, we will stick to it 

and see you next year”. (Mid Canterbury, mid tier farmer, female)  

The mid tier farmers were not completely risk averse, rather they were slower to act and less 

confident to give a new idea a go unless they were completely comfortable that it would be 

successful. They felt that it was also much safer staying with what they already knew. Some of 

these farmers had been burned trying new ideas that were unsuccessful so they were even less 

likely to try something new now. 

[How do you normally go about implementing new practices?] If we do make changes I 

am normally pretty slow to do them. I often think about them an awful lot before I do 

them. And this lucerne would be an example. We have talked about it for three or four 

years and I suppose this year we finally committed to doing it. But because it is something 

totally new that we don’t know anything about sometimes you are not sure whether this 

will fit into your system and not necessarily that but other changes as well. What benefit 

is it to me?  I suppose another less radical change this year we have scanned our sheep 

on this farm for the first time ever and yet farmers have been doing it for 20 or 30 years. 

(Southland, mid tier farmer, male)  

The standard Farmlands rep and animal health drench salesmen that come around we 

pick their brain. The key to it though is that we haven’t been ambitious in wanting to 

change the system. So when you don’t want to change you stick to what you know and 

what you have done. (Mid Canterbury, mid tier farmer, female) 

A common refrain among many of the mid tier farmers was that they didn’t think their property was 

suited to the new ideas and this meant that a possible profitable practice was easily discredited. 

It is really whether I think it will work. It is a very simple place, it is not a complicated 

place. Not a place you can adopt technology to. A lot of the whiz bang stuff that farmers 

are using now that they have become very familiar and competent with just doesn’t work 

here. Doesn’t apply to a simple property. (Wellington, mid tier farmer, male) 

We as farmers tend to be set in our ways - stock goes here because there is where my 

father used to put it, and my grandfather used to put it, and this is the way we have 

always done things. I know there is a lot of really neat young guys around here who are 

saying, “no we don’t have to do that, we can push the boundaries” but that has to be 

tempered with, dare I say it, a conservative attitude. (Hawkes Bay, mid tier farmer, male) 

[We had that question on attitudes towards risk?] I am not a risk taker. [What is your 

attitude towards risk, how do you decide?] I am very conservative. I let other people take 

the risks. If somebody can come to me and explore a new initiative and say, “Hey this is 

working, these are the figures, this is what you have to do” then I go, “Is it practical and 

applicable on a property this size?” and if it is then I will go in boots and all. (Hawkes 

Bay, mid tier farmer, male) 



Mid tier farmers were more likely to dwell on the cost of a new practice and decide against 

proceeding as they simply didn’t have the money to invest in giving it a go and didn’t want to spend 

the money or had other priorities. Some were frustrated as they felt they knew what they needed to 

do to increase farm performance but they were not confident enough that the returns were there to 

justify borrowing to give it a go.  

[What do you think is the difference between the way a successful farmer looks at things 

and the way unsuccessful farmers look at things, is there a difference?] I think it comes 

down to being prepared to take a few risks and spending the money to make a bit of 

money. You have to keep your production up and the only way to do that is to put 

fertilizer on. Even in the hard years you have to keep putting that fertilizer on otherwise it 

is a vicious circle. [How do you decide what risks to take?] Look at your overdraft I 

guess. Whether you can afford it or not. (Wellington, mid tier farmer, male) 

We all know what we want to do, we do want to put more fert on and we do want to fence 

more blocks but currently the returns aren’t letting you do that and borrowing more 

money to do that there is no guarantee that it is going to make a difference. [So too 

risky?]  Yes. Whereas if you have that cash it may not make a difference but you are 

improving what you have got. [That must make it frustrating if you are unable to do what 

you think you should be doing on the farm?] Very frustrating. Quite often farmers they 

go, “Oh they should be doing this and you should be doing that” and those farmers know 

that themselves. (North Otago, mid tier farmer, male) 

3.4 Challenge of the dynamic environment 

3.4.1 Top performers 

Sheep and beef farmers work in a dynamic environment, which means that- a practice that works 

one year may fail the next. This creates an allusive puzzle for farmers to solve. There are so many 

variables at play it is a challenge to get it right. Top farmers solve the puzzle more regularly than 

others but they can also get it wrong. This constant challenge that you can succeed or fail based 

on daily decisions creates a way of life that is very intoxicating to farmers who get it right more 

often than not. Top farmers are more likely to thrive on the challenge and uncertainty of farming 

and gain considerable satisfaction from getting it right, when sometimes it feels like a bit of a 

gamble.  

I suppose compared with some jobs every day is different, every season is different, the 

weather is different, there are always plenty of challenges out there.  (Central Otago, top 

performer, male) 

I enjoy the challenge of it actually, even though you can do something okay, it doesn’t 

mean that you will do it okay the next time because the parameters change all the time. 

(Mid Canterbury, top performer, male) 



[What are the main reasons you are attracted to it sheep and beef farming?] Trying to 

improve your performance all the time probably and I suppose it is the just the challenge 

of farming really. [What is the challenge?] Successfully selling prime stock off our farm, 

no matter what nature or the markets throw at us. (North Canterbury, top performer, 

female) 

The dynamic nature of sheep and beef farming farmers made it a far more challenging system to 

succeed in than the more structured New Zealand dairying systems. This greater challenge of 

sheep and beef farming compared to dairying was an aspect of the business that appealed to 

many top performers. To succeed they needed multiple levers to pull and they needed to judge 

when the best time to activate them was.    

The only thing I will say – and a lot of consultants are bad at this – you have to remember 

it is a dynamic business. You get a wet week and whatever you think you have got in 

terms of feed availability changes. Or a wet winter like we have had utilization is not as 

good. Whereas the dairy thing is a bit more regimented, it is like a factory, all measured, 

if they are hungry you can put them on a pad and feed them a heap of baleage and grain 

and palm kernel but it is a bit harder to do that with a sheep especially at this time of 

year because their lambs are with them and not taken off to another shed. So it is a bit 

more  a dynamic and it is a hell of a lot harder to manage than a simple rotational 

grazing dairy farm. (Southland, top performer, male) 

[Say you could convert to dairy what keeps you in sheep and beef?] The skill set, it is 

what I know, it is what we are good at. Takes a lot of years to build up confidence with 

sheep just to throw it all away for a couple of dollars. (Hawkes Bay, top performer, male) 

Observing and responding critical to success 

The farmers who succeeded were hard working and spent a lot of time on the farm just observing 

what was happening and paying close attention to detail.  

And you really have to have a good insight as to when it is going to grow and when it is 

going to stop. So I don’t do measures as such, but you use maybe other things like maybe 

all of a sudden the river bed is starting to brown off so you know that in another two 

weeks then the rest of the place is going to be starting to brown off. Using other 

indicators that are starting to show we are going to have to be making some decisions 

sooner than later. (North Canterbury, top performer, male) 

There are a couple of Beef and Lamb programmes I have been involved with. Sometimes 

it is not the silver bullet - it is doing the basic things well and attention to detail. (Mid 

Canterbury, top performer, male) 



Many top farmers indicated that they routinely allocated time to just observing their farm. They felt 

that it was critical to get out on the paddocks to observe what was happening, as it allowed them to 

identify issues as they arose and react and remedy the issues before they became serious 

problems. This was seen as central to being a good farmer, particularly as they operated in an 

ever-changing environment that required them to think on their feet and make timely decisions.  

It is understanding the property and your stock is probably key to it, and being observant. 

I probably go three times a week and if I haven’t been to certain areas of the farm I will 

actually go to those areas just to observe and it is surprising what you might see. It might 

be an overflowing trough or an empty trough for instance and by monitoring those things 

regularly you can stop disasters. Dotting the I’s and crossing the T’s, little things make 

the difference and that is where it is probably going to be hard for the likes of this survey 

to collate all the answers and work out what the difference is. Because I think the real 

difference is in the individual. (Mid Canterbury, top performer, male) 

I believe farming is made in inches, it is all those incremental steps you do on the way 

and that happens by seven day a week farming and making sure that everything is done 

on time, effectively and efficiently, making sure the infrastructure is in good working 

condition so when you want to do the job you can do it. And that means those small little 

gains you make during the year add up. And that is what a farmer does on a day to day 

basis - going out there he doesn’t know he is making those decisions but he is impacting 

on them all the time. (Wairarapa, top performer, male) 

To be successful top farmers needed to adapt and respond to whatever the season and the market 

served up to them. In order to be responsive, farmers had to have a good read on the landscape 

before them. They were very good at problem solving as they reacted to what was presented to 

them.  

You need to deal with what is in front of you and be able to come up with a way of 

dealing with it really. (Otago, top performer, male) 

Every time you go out there you make decisions on farm that all lead to profitability. It is 

forever changing, every day is different. You are out in the raw limits of the weather. It 

has got everything. (Wairarapa, top performer, male) 

Some were concerned about farming becoming too dominated by tools and technology that meant 

farmers could become overly focused on what they saw in records and lose the skill of just 

observing and responding.  

My concern about that is you still need your fundamental ability to observe so you still 

have to have done the leg work on the ground and the hands on and it is a little bit like 

when I first came to New Zealand, I worked with a vet and I happened to pass the 

comment, “I think we need to do this blood test work up on this animal” and he said “Not 

before you have fully used your hands” and that taught me don’t just rely on your tools 

do your good observations. (Mid Canterbury, top performer, female) 

So a lot of monitoring and reporting and recording is fine, but you still have to be alive to 

what is happening around you because it is such a dynamic business. (Southland, top 

performer, male) 



To be successful farmers needed to have an intimate knowledge of their properties and how they 

performed at different times during the year and through different seasons. This allowed them to 

make more accurate and informed decisions based on what they felt was most likely to happen 

given the prevailing conditions. This led to some farmers purposefully getting out and observing 

how their farm performed during wet conditions. This wet weather observation allowed them to 

better make decisions about how to use their farm and spread their stock during times of heavy 

rain.     

We only grow grass really well September, October and November and the other nine 

months we sort of tick along and this year we had a really good autumn for instance but 

that is probably the only one in the last ten years. So the winter was really easy this year 

even though it was very wet we had a lot of grass growth so often autumn is key to our 

performance. I weighed some steer calves the other day and they had put on something 

like 160 kilos since weaning. We tried early weaning. One of the issues to try and get 

around that though for instance on a dry property is if you are weaning in February we 

generally don’t have quality feed to put them on so in the end we are growing a rape crop 

to feed the calves so we have got some feed for them. One of the most critical times for 

this property is around mid-March when we are trying to flush the ewes. And often we are 

very dry then. (Mid Canterbury, top performer, male) 

You have to be out and around. Also I believe that when it is a real shit day and it is 

pissing with rain you need to get out and see what is happening, see where the water is 

going, see where it is lying, see where the stock go and sit. It is not pleasant but you get to 

know what is happening on your farm, you can’t see it if you are sitting inside by the fire. 

[So how does that help you make calls on how you run the farm doing that?] You just get 

to see how everything is interacting on your farm through adverse conditions so that you 

know that that paddock gets really wet when it is raining and I see we are going to get a 

forecast of heavy rain so we will bypass that paddock. (Wairarapa, top performer, male) 

I purposely go out there when it is raining to see how the drains are flowing or not 

flowing. I jot it down in my notebook. It is handy and you can see how quick the water is 

getting away. And you can look at your paddocks to see where to put your twinning ewes 

and getting an understanding on what are the better paddocks to put stock into. 

(Gisborne, top performer, male) 

 



Flexibility in system needed for responding  

To be successful top farmers had to accurately read the signs of climatic changes and movements 

in the markets and make the appropriate tweaks to their systems. To achieve this they needed to 

have flexibility so they could respond quickly. This meant they couldn’t be too attached to any stock 

class or any one mode of farming. If something wasn’t working for the season they needed to be 

prepared to let it go and focus on another aspect of their business that they felt would be more 

profitable given the prevailing conditions.     

You can only really focus on what you can do so some years you have to accept that it is 

a drought so you can’t worry about dollars but react so that it doesn’t have a long lasting 

impact on your farming for future years so if you get into a period you have to react 

quicker. So you don’t try and push it just to make the profit look good for that period. I 

think one of the most important things is that you do have flexibility. All those cattle I 

have got are flexible and that is why I don’t really like dairy grazing, it is more or less 

contract and there is no flexibility in the system and they are usually number one and I 

think that impacts on everything else that you do. For my reasoning apart from my ewe 

flock I don’t like to see that change but everything else is flexible. (North Canterbury, top 

performer, male) 

If we like the look of beef we can up that side and drop our lamb exposure. [You can do 

that pretty quickly?]  Yes as we sell we can just replace with other parts of the system so 

we can be adjusting our balance on a monthly basis. [And you do that as you read the 

season and the markets?]  Markets and ability to feed the animals with what we have on 

offer. So it is a mixture of matching what we have. [So how do you make those calls, what 

are your indicators?]  A huge range of variables, it is a whole mixture of market based 

information from what we read in the media and talking to different sources and market 

level analysis and our own experience and then there is the climate variable which is 

what we expect and what we see happening and the vague predictions and then there is 

how our farm is performing when that gets jumbled together into a feed budgeting model 

strongly based on what we see in Farmax. (Wairarapa, top performer, male) 

Observing stock, feeding and pasture management  

One of the critical aspects on the farm that top farmers were continually paying attention to was 

their pasture and feeding their stock well.   

My father always taught me when you get up in the morning go and start work in the back 

paddock, you will always come back for a feed but you will have seen your stock and you 

have seen your grass. (King Country, top performer, male) 

It is important I believe seeing how the feed situation is hanging up and either they go fat 

or they go store. I think you are better putting your time into assessing. (North 

Canterbury, top performer, male) 

 



Feeding stock well is one of the foundational basics to succeeding in farming; top performers knew 

this well and put considerable effort into ensuring they fed their stock as best they could. They 

often talked about just ‘doing the basics right’ or ‘sticking to the fundamentals’.  

It is that simple. If you feed your stock well you get great results. (North Canterbury, top 

performer, male) 

You are focusing on doing the fundamentals right, good quality stock, good quality 

feeding, good quality pastures so very much the fundamentals really. (Otago, top 

performer, male) 

So that is it in a nutshell. Soil. Pasture. Down the throat. Growth rate. Get them off and 

get another lot on. (Southland, top performer, male) 

However, it was also clear that it took considerable skill, effort and attention to detail to do the 

‘basics’ right. While many farmers were able to talk about the importance of feeding stock well, it 

appeared that the execution was difficult. If our analysis was based solely on what farmers said, in 

some cases it sounded like mid tier farmers were as competent at implementing the basics as the 

top performers. However the difference in financial performance between the top and mid tier 

farmers suggested that the top performers were doing a much better job in many areas, one of 

which was feeding their stock well.        

It was through observation and paying attention to detail that many top farmers had learnt how to 

feed their stock well. While only a few talked about specifically measuring grass, many weighed 

their stock on a regular basis and did some form of condition-scoring on which to base their 

feeding decisions.    

[What do you think sets you as different from farmers who are just doing alright?] 

Probably attention to detail things like regularly body condition scoring. Taking that next 

step is probably just attention to detail a little bit more and more with your livestock and 

being able to get that extra 5 – 10% out of them. (Hawkes Bay, top performer, male)  

[So you are talking about the value of measurement?] Yes, it is good but it changes in our 

climate and your stockmanship is more important. Being out there and seeing what is 

happening with your stock, doing your condition scoring. (King Country, top performer, 

male)   

I suppose it is continually looking at how much feed you have got in front of you and 

continually looking at the condition score of your sheep or your stock. (North Canterbury, 

top performer, male) 

One aspect of feeding stock well was having a more hands-on, intensive approach to grazing. 

Many top farmers talked of the importance of having more paddocks so they could run smaller 

mobs of animals and better manager their feeding regime. An essential aspect of subdivision was 

putting in good water supplies for animals. The smaller paddocks also enabled farmers to better 

manage soil fertility.  

We are spending a lot of money at the moment on fencing, making the paddocks smaller, 

more troughs. If we have smaller paddocks it is less room for the ewes and the more we 

can divide them up the better lambing we are going to end up with at the end of the day, I 



believe. Also our pasture management will be better with smaller paddocks. (Central 

Otago, top performer, male) 

[What farming practices have been central to your current performance?] Intensive 

subdivision. We have got 140 paddocks on this property alone whereas the average farm 

in this district would probably have half that number. So twice as much fencing which 

allows better pasture rotations and stay on the pasture longer. Almost like a dairy type 

pasture growing situation. (West Otago, top performer, male) 

[Subdivision benefits?] Essentially feed utilization and multiple classes of stock, more 

paddocks you can run more classes, you can manage your feed more effectively. [Do you 

draft mobs at all and try and bring up the tail end?] Yes. With more subdivision mob sizes 

are smaller so you get the ability to control intakes a lot more effectively. Your rotations 

and your shifts can be more effectively planned to run each policy. With the subdivision 

good water is essential and then fertility can be built around that as well. (Wairarapa, top 

performer, male)      

We did the research on how to set it all up. When we arrived they were split up into 13 

paddocks and they are split up into 100 paddocks now. We just researched the best way 

to develop them. (Manawatu-Wanganui, top performer, male) 

Having more paddocks naturally led to a more intensive way of feeding stock. Top farmers seemed 

to be far more likely to pay a lot of attention to when they shifted stock and seemed to move their 

animals on a far more regular basis. They were willing to prioritise shifting stock and put the effort 

into getting out and moving a mob even if they were tired.       

I don’t feel like I do anything too special, the timing is always right, always conscious of 

making your shifts at the right time because it is always very hard to claw back if you 

have lost a day because you have been away or you have been slack. It is always really 

hard to claw back that lost opportunity of weight gain. (Wairarapa, top performer, male) 

[What were the main things you did that drove that growth performance for you over the 

years?] Learning when to open and shut a gate - someone once said that to me, and I 

thought it was a really good saying, there is a lot of skill in opening and shutting a gate. 

(Mid Canterbury, top, male) 

I think the other thing is being prepared to get out there and shift your stock regularly. I 

think some people are like, “It is Friday afternoon and I want to do this or that so I will 

leave them until Monday”. You have to shift stock when stock needs shifting not when you 

want to shift them. It can be a day not enough or a day too much, it can come down that 

fine often. [So that can make a different a day too late or too early?] Yes. [How do you get 

that timing right?] Knowing your paddocks I guess. Being out there, you have to be out 

there doing it. (Gisborne, top performer, female) 

Top farmers were also strongly focused on using their stock to manage and improve their pasture, 

which included activities like rotational grazing and strip grazing their hills. Many also talked about 

strategically using different animals to improve their pasture.  

[In terms of your farming practices you use on the farm which ones do you think are 

critical to your success?] There is your pasture management which there is a bit of 

rotational grazing and I would say strip grazing hills in the winter time for instance to get 



quality pasture back and my sheep I condition score them at different times in the year, 

especially in the summer time. Summer time you try and feed them up. The aim is to get 

all your sheep in a condition score between 3 and 3.5. So accordingly you feed the fatter 

ones less and the lighter ones more to try and keep them more even. I do that more than 

any other farmers I know in our area probably. (Southland, top performer, male)   

The cows are actually used a lot for preparing pasture. They are chewing off the 

roughage. In some places you have to push them pretty hard to clean the paddock up and 

to grow good grass you have to get rid of the dead stuff. (Mid Canterbury, top performer, 

male 

This meant that at different times of the year they were making decisions about whether they would 

be a ‘fraction harder’ on their stock as they were concentrating more on the performance of the 

paddock. Some described a complex interplay between how they managed their stock and their 

pasture with the focus between the two tipping one way or the other depending on a plethora of 

factors they were considering.    

This is talking about quality control of your paddock, you are being a fraction harder on 

the stock at certain times of the year than you would be because they are fat and you are 

more concentrating on the paddock. But you don’t want to do that too much to your 

lighter sheep. A lot of the time, especially in summer time, your light mob just go in front 

of your other mob, it is quite simple. And you can say the fat mob is used to clean up 

paddocks. (Southland, top performer, male) 

[Before when you said about opening and closing the gate, can you explain to me a bit 

more about how you go about making those calls?] I don’t actually go out and measure 

dry matter with a sword stick or anything. Whether I have just put it in the too hard 

basket but through experience I have learnt the difference between the paddocks and how 

stock behave in some of them. They will camp up in the corner and not spread out very 

well so you have to try and use a different class of stock or the way you use that paddock 

or the mob size for instance. [When you say different class of stock?] Yes whether it is 

older ewes or hoggets, cows, fattening cattle, how you are going to graze that paddock. 

We are nearly 40% cattle now and especially with some of the steeper paddocks we have 

got there are only certain times of the year when you can get cattle on to paddocks. Cows 

are either heavy in calf or they are mating and then in summer time there are water 

considerations for them so you only have short windows. (Mid Canterbury, top performer, 

male) 

Preferential feeding was a key practice that top farmers used. Many noted that it was the bottom 

20-30% of stock that drove profitability. They knew that stock in better condition already knew how 

to look after themselves so they required less attention. However lighter stock needed a greater 

level of support and by focusing on the ‘tail end’ of the mob farmers could dramatically increase the 

average stock weights and therefore farm profitability.     

I think what drives profitability is where your bottom 20 – 30% is. It is not what your top 

stock are doing, it is how poor your bottom 20 – 30% are. So trying to get those up to a 

production level is what drives your profit and loss because if you have that big tail end 

where it is costing you a lot of money through deaths it is not those good girls who are 

performing at a huge rate that make the money, they will drive another 10% but all of a 



sudden you have a big tail that is costing you a lot of money. (North Canterbury, top 

performer, male) 

[What three things really help improve the productivity of this farm?] I tend to notice the 

tail end of a mob, it sticks out to me really bad, I really notice the tail end rather than the 

average. So I am quite critical of my own stock. Even when you are really short on feed 

still preferentially try and feed what is struggling. Even when you are really short you 

still separate them. (Southland, top performer, male) 

They were very keen on having an even spread of weight across their animals and worked to 

achieve this by continuing to condition-score and weigh their animals. This meant considerable 

time was dedicated to this activity as stock needed to be brought into the yards and evaluated and 

drafted into appropriate mobs. 

We would be doing a lot more condition-scoring of livestock than probably our peers or 

farms on the same scale as ours. [Why are you doing a lot more?] Just because it is 

critical. They must carry a reasonable cover of meat and fat all year round to reach their 

genetic potential. [So why do other farmers not do that?] I am not sure if they don’t see a 

benefit in it. Good question. Probably laziness in some respects. She’ll be right and that 

will be okay. But for us it is a huge tool. We try and keep our sheep very, very even in 

condition all year round. We try and get the fat ones skinnier and the skinny ones fat and 

we work hard to achieve that on a 12 month basis. (West Otago, top performer, male) 

Our main aim is to have our stock condition score 3 for the year - 3+. If we get a mob of 

ewes in and we see there is a percentage going under a condition score 3 we will want to 

do something about it. And by having our ewes in good condition all the time that is when 

we get the most from our genetics. [You invest quite a bit in genetics?] Yes. (Central 

Otago, top performer, male) 

[What are the key things that allow you to perform on this farm better than other 

farmers?] Targeted feeding and careful management of mob size and regular drafting. 

And we regularly support them with targeted grain in dry summers and Androvax pre-tup 

which is that fertility booster. [So this regular drafting - are you taking out the tail end of 

the mob?] Yes, taking out the tail and fixing it up and they tend not to go back. . 

(Wairarapa, top performer, male)  

Once animals were separated into different mobs some farmers then used the ‘fatter’ mob to work 

harder and condition some the paddocks that needed to be ‘chewed’ out.  

You are aiming for that 3 – 3.5. I try to not have any real fat ones at the top. I tend to 

think if you look at a mob and start to see the tail end and you think they need to be fed 

more. What tends to happen is that if you give them more all the ones at the top gorge 

themselves and the ones at the bottom still don’t get as much as they need and all those 

other ones do. [So you break them up.]  Yes, so your fatter mob you can say, right I really 

want to chew this paddock out and you could leave them there for a day or two and they 

are not going to suffer. (Southland, top performer, male) 

 



As well as preferential feeding of lighter stock it was also common for top farmers to have a strong 

focus on priority feeding of stock classes. This meant that at different times of the year different 

classes of stock were given access to the best pasture.     

Stock that needs the most feed gets the most feed, twin ewes, hoggets at mating time and 

hoggets when they have got their lambs on them. (North Canterbury, top performer, 

female)  

No matter what part of the farm it is, if it looks like quality grass lambs will go into it. If it 

is quality grass I try and give lambs the pick of it first. Whereas for instance I know some 

people who might just have a ewe block or something, or a hogget block. (Southland, top 

performer, male) 

[So integrating sounds like a key.] We do have different classes of stock, we have the 

breeding stock and then the young stock as well and throughout the year you have to 

classify which is your highest priority - not every paddock gives us top quality feed - we 

have some poor quality feed around as well. So okay, who is the most deserving of the 

best feed this week and it is not always the same mob, it changes throughout the year. The 

old cows are generally the bottom of the rung most of the time, in fact they only get their 

own paddock just about mating time otherwise they are following another class of stock. 

We have 90 paddocks, which is quite a lot, so it is quite a lot of juggling and we use a 

rotational system also for the benefit of animal health if you follow sheep with cattle and 

vice versa. (Mid Canterbury, top performer, male) 

Not getting enough feed was not always the issue for under-performing stock, animal health issues 

could also be holding them back from performing. Top farmers would sometimes look to treat 

under-performers with an animal health intervention if they thought that was a factor in their lack of 

performance.  

[So when you look at a mob you always look at the tail end do you?] I think that it is 

important. It is not the big fat ones it is visually looking for those faults and seeing what 

is wrong with the bottom end. [So if you look at the bottom end and they are not doing 

well how do you respond?] I might draft off if need be and maybe preferential treat them 

at certain times of the years. Maybe they will need a drench. A lot of the time they come 

under stress and they just need a pick up and then they can go back into the mob. 

Depending on what time of the year, sometimes of the year you can’t do it but I certain do 

that pre-mating. It is that bottom 25% that will have a massive influence on lambing 

percentage and things like that because you will find that those are the ones that are only 

doing 100% and if you can shift that bottom 25% up to 135% it makes a huge difference. 

(North Canterbury, top performer, male) 

We have had our lightest ewes on the best pasture and they have had the best animal 

health treatment they can get to make sure they are in the best condition when it comes to 

Christmas. (West Otago, top performer, male) 

 



Being specific with animal health interventions by testing animals to ensure they received the 

correct dose to meet their needs was also an area to which some top farmers paid close attention.  

You get the vets and they do the faecal egg count and prove they have enough worms, it 

has to be a certain level and then they come in and weigh them individually and they give 

them the exact dose rate of the different drenches and then they get them back in ten days 

later and do another worm count on them... You don’t want to be using something that is 

not working. You want to be ahead of the game, I am trying to keep ahead of the game 

rather than wait until the ambulance at the bottom of the cliff, trying to keep the 

ambulance at the top of the cliff. (Southland, top performer, male) 

It was also common for top performers to conduct regular soil testing and ensure they used 

fertiliser to keep their farms performing as best they could.  

[I am interested what you do around your farm that makes it out perform other farms?] 

Keeping the fertiliser up and the soil testing. Obviously I include lime in that as well and 

keeping the fertiliser right. [When you do soil testing is it comprehensive?] I try to move 

around the farm ever five or six years so you do part of the farm each year. Pasture 

management is critical. (Southland, top performer, male) 

The likes of good pasture species, good fertility are key production drivers. (Wairarapa, 

top performer, male)   

3.5 Passion for the industry and people  

3.5.1 Top performers  

Top performers demonstrated a greater passion for the industry and a desire to have a positive 

impact on the future of the sector. They were more committed to the long-term viability of the 

sector and passionate about improving the product that they provided for consumers.   

The satisfaction that I have made a difference on land to an industry and partnerships 

that we form on the way through with suppliers, contractors and people that buy off us 

and watching people eat our product and treat it as an eating experience. I enjoy aligning 

with people with the same core values as ours, not just taking a product, slapping it in a 

box and selling it. I believe our product is superior and giving it to our consumer for an 

eating experience. When they take it out of the box and really say, “That is good”, you 

are chuffed. (Wairarapa, top performer, male) 

So that is one part of succession but the other part of succession is more of an industry 

level succession. So what we have managed to get ourselves into, through the likes of 

[name], has been to be more transparent in our operations to ensure succession sheep 

and beef farming into the next generation and that succession goes hand-in-hand with 

progress as well. So we are quiet transparent in how we run our things because we 

believe that having good solid relationships with your suppliers and the people you deal 

with will hold you in good stead to improve the industry as a whole. So I would certainly 

like to think if we have that rocking chair moment when you are looking back that we can 

say, “We were a part of that and it is a better place for having been part of that”. So 

definitely the kids because that is your primal thing but then if you stretch beyond that 



and think what good can you actually do, what makes you get up in the morning I think is 

the industry good which plays a part in it. (Hawkes Bay, top performer, female) 

A few top farmers’ passion for their industry led them to being frustrated with farmers who weren’t 

prepared to take responsibility to improve what they did behind the farm gate. Top farmers spoke 

much more about being in control of their own destiny and acknowledging that there was much 

more that farmers could do ‘behind the farm gate’ to improve their standing than many mid tier 

farmers thought was the case.   

And also my other frustration is I think most of the problems are behind the farm gate. It 

is farmer responsibility and there is a Bell curve on profit and that is getting wider. The 

good guys are doing really well and the poor guys are getting worse. So that is another 

frustration, how do you bring behaviour change? And that is why I think we need one 

majority cooperative so they can say these are the best genetics, these are the best 

grasses, this is the best market, and take the choice away from farmers. Like Fonterra 

says, “You have to fence off all your creeks otherwise we won’t take your milk” - that 

needs to happen in our industry. And that, for me, it is taking responsibility for ourselves, 

because blame shifting doesn’t work. (Southland, top performer, male) 

I think it is good to get the message out there also to farmers that they are actually in 

control. Because I didn’t come from this industry and I came in the first meetings I got to 

look at were pretty hostile and full of argy bargy and people finger pointing and trying to 

find someone to hang the blame on and things. But in all reality there is a lot you can do 

yourselves to progress your own farm and progress industry that is in your control. 

Concentrate on that and in my eyes it could turn into a snow ball effect where lots of little 

changes make one great big change. (Hawkes Bay, top performer, female) 

This meant the top performers were much more likely to be involved in industry initiatives such as 

opening their farms up for other farmers to learn from their practices. A few of the older top 

performers expressed a desire to give back to the industry by being involved in educating younger 

farmers.        

And that is also another factor that gets me out of bed I guess, for us to have people 

taking a close look at what we are doing and making changes because they can see the 

benefits that in itself is rewarding. [How is that work published?] Open field day here on 

the farm. (Hawkes Bay, top performer, male) 

We run the trials we run a Beef and Lamb demonstration farm so they help and enable 

the administration of that. And that is once again to sum up whether it is going to work or 

not. (Wairarapa, top performer, male) 

I want to be actively involved in the education of young farmers. (Southland, top 

performer, male)  

We live and die farming 24/7 so we are out doing it. The weekends we are both out there 

shifting bulls, it is a big commitment basically. We are pretty passionate about it, we do a 

lot of upskilling. (Gisborne, top performer, male) 

Some top farmers were also active participants in competitions. They enjoyed the chance to mix 

with other top performers and gain a greater cross-fertilization of ideas as the competitions 

provided a conduit for mixing with farmers from across the country. One of the top farmers noted 



that they were a judge at a farming competition and said they often found themselves picking up 

new ideas from newer entrants to the industry.  

The benchmark group was taking six days of the year and it was with the same group of 

people all the time. If you are going to two-tooth competitions you are seeing different 

country and different people. It is good to have an informal session too to discuss certain 

things and see what different people are up to. [Those informal sessions happen at the 

competitions?] Yes you have a beer afterwards. Merino tours are important to see what 

different genetics people are using. (Central Otago, top performer, male) 

We won the ewe hogget competition so we go around the ewe hogget competitions quite a 

bit and have a look at what other farmers are doing and achieving and what they are 

using. [What are the key indicators you talk to them about to benchmark yourself?] It is 

not even talking at ewe hogget competitions you have to write down what you do. So it is 

lambing percentages and getting lambs away so lamb weights and how many days it is to 

get to those lamb weights. And hogget percentages. (North Canterbury, top performer, 

female) 

 go to judge the Ag ITO awards but I actually come away with more information from 

these students who are fresh and innovative and learning. (Southland, top performer, 

male) 

It was also more common for top performers to have a greater understanding of wider industry 

issues, such as supply chain issues. They were less likely to apportion blame on external factors 

and more interested in understanding the complexities of the issues and identifying potential 

solutions. 

We have had the privilege of meeting with the supermarkets and processors and looking 

at the shipping side of it and through this we realised that everyone has their part to play 

within this supply chain, and it is not about getting rid of someone in the value chain but 

it is about having better conversations and talking to each other to get better efficiencies. 

So that, once again coming back to New Zealand, you could think everyone is here for a 

reason - we just have to make it work better collectively. (Hawkes Bay, top performer, 

female) 

I think passion for the industry. A lot of farmers I talk to are actually quite tired of what 

they are doing and they aren’t enjoying it and I almost wonder if they should be doing it. 

Probably just shifted the bedroom from their bedroom to their parent’s bedroom and 

never thought what do I really want to do?  I love farming and I think that real passion 

for farming means I get pretty upset at some of the frustrations through the supply chain. 

Sometimes my frustration has come from lack of being informed so I have worked hard to 

try and understand that supply chain. A lot of farmers say, “It is always someone else’s 

fault - it is nothing to do with me”. So now I’m trying to work with them [meat company] 

and say, “This is what we need” and solve it by working with them rather than trying to 

fight them. And I am prepared to invest more into my cooperative to do that. (Southland, 

top performer, male) 

Stronger interest in mixing with and learning from a range of people  

A key difference with top performing farmers is they seemed to be much more interested in mixing 

with people; they liked to surround themselves with like-minded farmers, so they could share ideas 



to help improve their performance. This often extended to farmers from outside their local areas 

and sometimes outside New Zealand all in aid of broadening their horizons.  

And I think that is networking with other people and we did a Rabo Bank course in 

Sydney, so instead of having a local farm discussion group it is national and 

international now. So it is better ideas, reading farming magazines, internet. But I think 

most of them are probably just looking at small picture stuff. People say, “Think outside 

the square” but I think we think inside the square. What is sitting in front of us, what is 

sitting on the table there that we can do better?  (Southland, top performer, male) 

I have got some friends who are very, very good stockmen but probably not so good 

businessmen. So I am always trying to find out what they do stock-wise and I get them to 

help me with ram and bull purchases if I am not sure. Then on the other extreme I have 

got friends who are very, very successful businessmen that aren’t farming and I use them 

and often ask them things about business, more finance-related things. And there is my 

network of Lincoln friends, I probably have seven or eight very close Lincoln friends 

which 75% of them are farming and 25% are successful in business and I talk to all of 

them usually once a month. And it is that networking with them that probably helps as 

well. (West Otago, top performer, male) 

If they had gaps in their knowledge they were confident that they knew where to go to find the 

answers. 

Even in the industry you seek people out who have got your ambition and I know three or 

four farmers who I make a point of sitting down with and people that challenge you. So I 

don’t know everything but I know the people who do. (Wairarapa, top performer, male) 

Top farmers knew how to source information from a wide range of people and they were often 

good communicators, who knew how to get on with people and have discussions that helped them 

to find the answers they needed to progress their business.  

I think also being a good communicator is a big plus. I think you always get the best out 

of your technicians, your specialists, your scientists, your farm discussion groups because 

you communicate really well so you do get the best out of people and so I think you are 

prepared to sit and talk and so I think that has been a real positive. (West Otago, top 

performer, female) 

[Accessing independent information?] Partly paid for, but I have been to Massey and 

spoken with professors over there. [How do you get those connections?] That relationship 

was borne out of the lambing three times in two years because I was the only one 

effectively doing it. I had to research it myself and I made a connection with a couple of 

professors over there, which in saying that, I had met previously at field days. That is 

where the field days are quite good because you can network and then you can follow-up 

there so there is a bit of a familiarity. [How have you found that relationship?] They are 

very busy and often hard to pin down but as a sounding board I guess they are the most 

unbiased. It is very much database, trial base, factual information, there is no slant on it. 

But then that is only one scenario. (Wairarapa, top performer, male) 

They were confident that if they formed good relationships with suppliers and looked after them, 

suppliers would return the favour when it came to providing services at critical times on their farm. 

Stock agents and drafters were often key people that farmers wanted to have good long-term 



relationships with. These farmers noted that by working closely with agents/drafters and allowing 

some ‘give and take’ in deals, this helped to build trust and more often than not led to better 

financial returns.  

I want to be the first person they ring when they have got a deal. So if they send a couple 

of dud stock we won’t piss around and send them back like our neighbours do. I will say, 

“They weren’t flash but we will cope with that deal” but you have to be the first one they 

ring if you want the good deals that come up. (Waikato, top performer, male) 

Most things in farming is about building a relationship with somebody because at the end 

of the day somewhere along the line you have to trust someone. [Does he have a really 

good eye?] He has and he will get to know your stock. The season before he can still buy 

per head but they have made his buying per head so many cents a kilo less than if you 

hang them up which is fair enough. So I had to go on his advice, we drafted a lot of 

lambs, he offered me something like $92 and said but hang them up because they will be 

worth $5 more. He said your lambs have been killing really well, yielding well, so I hung 

them up and they were worth $97. It just confirmed he knows your stock so it is about 

relationship with your drafter. (Central Otago, top performer, male) 

Contractors (such as shearers and fencers) were other suppliers that top farmers knew, if used 

correctly, could help improve their profits. This included contracting in specialists that they knew 

would do a better job than they could on specific tasks. Top farmers recognised the value that 

skilled operators could bring to their businesses, so they were willing to go the extra mile to ensure 

they attracted the best people to assist on their properties.   

[What personal skills do you think you have that are critical for the way you farm?] I 

think that I am not a good fencer. I can do all of those jobs but I am not particularly 

skilled at it and so I rely on contractors and really seek to empower everybody, shearers, 

plumbers, the mail man to work with us. So I will try and go 90% to helping all of those 

people working in our business. And I will actually pay 10% more for all of those services 

so that we can get a preferred type of contractor working on the farm. (Southland, top 

performer, male)  

And making sure that people who come on the farm have a good experience here and 

even the shearers that come here present a wool shed that is clean and tidy and the sheep 

are well dagged and we will get on board and shear a couple of sheep for them and we 

will put on a barbecue for them and I guarantee next time they want to go shearing if they 

have the choice to come to here or somewhere else they will come here. And that might 

mean a day or two difference in spring shearing which means a day or two difference in 

wet weather or performance. [So you work quite a lot on relationships with people?] Yes. 

I want the same guys year in year out coming back to us and wanting to be part of our 

circle of people we use and we let them know what we are about and where we are trying 

to head as well. (Wairarapa, top performer, male) 



Top farmers viewed people as a key resource for improving the performance of their property. 

They were hungry for new ideas and sought to find them from a wide range of sources.    

I am not afraid to ask questions. If there is a problem I pick up the phone and ring 

someone who knows. (Hawkes Bay, top performer, male) 

[Ideas to improve?] You are prompted from the people you talk to, your peers, what 

inklings you have, your staff. So you are drawing from a wide range of people. 

(Wairarapa, top performer, male)    

Using an Ag ITO student who assesses our business every year - she does projects on our 

farm and makes recommendations to us. [How did that come about?] I guess she asked 

for a mentor for her projects and what she does, and so I thought, “You can do your 

projects on our farm and I can use that information”. So basically we are going out of 

cattle because of environment, neighbours have got heifers but she has also proved that 

they are not profitable to us any more so we are going out of the cattle and upping our 

sheep and upping our grain and simplifying our business a little more. So we have 

listened to her and that recommendation. (Southland, top performer, male) 

These farmers also recognised the importance of treating their staff well, such as paying above the 

standard wage and looking for professional development and advancement opportunities. They 

tended to believe that investment in their staff would result in even greater returns to their 

business, because happy staff felt a sense of loyalty and a sense of being part of a team that 

contributed to the overall success of the business.   

We have high retention of staff, very little turnover of staff. [Why do you think that is?] I 

think we really value them. We probably pay them 10 – 15% above where they possibly 

should be on the national scale. And I think they are reasonably content that they are 

getting slightly more than their peers. (West Otago, top performer, male) 

I would like to think we are good employers, fair, good facilities, plenty of time off and 

treat people the way you would want to be treated and at least the average wage if not a 

bit above average. Then often those people will go the extra mile. (Southland, top 

performer, male)   

It was also clear that they tried to surround themselves with staff that helped to challenge them and 

improve their own approaches to farming. They were keen to get staff involved in decision-making, 

ensuring they capitalised on the potential of their employees to bring new ideas to the business 

and help to improve the performance of the farm.   

It is quite good having younger staff too, [name] is very good, he is enthusiastic, he asks 

you, “Why, when and how?” (North Canterbury, top performer, female) 

And if they have got any new ideas or thoughts or suggestions, be prepared to listen to 

them don’t just put your hand up and say, “No can’t be bothered”. That will de-motivate 

anyone quicker than anything. (Southland, top performer, male) 



The team environment that many of the top performers seemed to foster with their staff was also 

reflected in the strong partnerships they had with their wives/spouses. In the majority of the top 

farmer interviews, wives were strong contributors to the interview discussion. In the main, they 

were clearly involved and understood all aspects of the business and it was evident by the way the 

husbands’ responded to their wives’ comments that their contributions to the business were deeply 

valued.  

In five years’ time we will have another three years running on our lease block so we will 

be at a pivotal decision point I guess whether we expand or whether we consolidate our 

finances and pay off core debt. It is hard to say exactly where we will be but we will 

certainly be at a decision making point with the farming. We will still be here is one of the 

things, we are not looking to change industry or hop the fence or anything like that. 

(Hawkes Bay, top performer, female) 

As a male farmer I will categorically say that that is a key the Agri-Women’s 

Development Trust is of real value. And originally what was about getting women on to 

boards but it has developed into, “Hey let’s see if we can get women involved in the 

farming business”. Get them looking at the accounts and if they don’t want to do the 

accounts at least get them to understand them and help the farmer husband deal with 

whatever he is dealing with. (Hawkes Bay, top performer, male) 

Top farmers also liked to surround themselves with the best rural professionals they could find. 

Results in the quantitative survey also show this, with  top farmers being almost twice as likely as 

the mid tier farmers to indicate that they had planning meetings with other rural professionals at 

least twice a year. As top performers were working more towards honing their systems, if they did 

need support from a consultant they mainly looked for technical experts to help them with 

improving very specific areas of their business.   

A good technician is good - we haven’t really had any decent ones for a while. We have 

got another guy starting now and hopefully he will drive the business along a bit. [How 

do you know if they are good or not?] Just experience and their track record really. How 

many clients they have got and it is their past history really more than anything else. 

(West Otago, top performer, male) 

One lot of information we don’t have a lot of, that I would use if we did have it, is on the 

response rates to different feeds for cattle. That is one nutritionist type consultant I would 

be happy to pay. They know it with dairying. So we probably have to do quite a bit of that 

just on gut feel. You have to be happy to fill gaps that break even. (Waikato, top 

performer, male) 

[Is there any specialist advice you seek?] All sorts in any area we are needing so we will 

get fertilizer advice when we are doing fertilizer and all of our re-grassing cropping is 

via contractors so we work pretty closely with them and spray contractors so we employ 

specialists and work with them. [One of your team his business was growing crops?] He 

is a grain and seed dealer and consultant. He has only just come on board in the last four 

months. So we would expect that to give us an extra boost from here on. But we were 

already employing him as a specialist so unless he was holding something back maybe 

nothing will change. (Wairarapa, top performer, male) 



An agronomist was another industry expert that some top performers talked about as being critical 

to helping them drive their business. 

[How important is the agronomist in your system?]  He is pretty important. He visits us at 

key times during the year and we put together our planting plan going forward. And that 

is done with a view to what is coming next. It is all done with a long-term view in mind 

and he also advised on chemicals and stuff as well. [Is he very expensive?] He is just part 

of it, you buy his seed you get his services. (Hawkes Bay, top performer, male) 

[So how have you learnt about that then?] That is through using specialist advice, 

agronomists, discussion groups, field days, talking to mates. Little trial and error, start 

off small and duplicate it if it is successful. (Wairarapa, top performer, male)   

Because top farmers were already performing well above average there was less appetite to work 

with farm advisors who generally did not have the specialist technical advice they sought. Most 

were wary of farm advisors as they felt they didn’t necessarily understand individual farms enough 

to give useful advice.  

[You don’t use farm advisers a lot?] No. It is a matter of finding the right one and seeing 

some of them that have come through in the past and what they tell farmers to do you just 

get a wee bit wary. We probably find it better just to follow the successful farmers and 

what they do. And the farm for profit field days and Doug Avery and all that sort of stuff. 

(North Canterbury, top performer, female) 

[Farm advisors?] The problem with people coming in and giving you advice is that they 

don’t know how your individual place works as such so it is probably a bit hard for them 

too, doing that because they don’t know how everything works and what areas grow the 

most grass. (Otago, top performer, male) 

[Farm advisors?] They are very good at spending your money and trying to chase the 

market rather than watch it working with your climate for your best result. (King 

Country, top performer, male) 

Farmers’ also felt that many farm advisors tended to be more theoretical than practical.  

They have looked at the books and said you need to do hogget farming because you are 

not making enough money but actually the farm probably wasn’t suited to hogget 

lambing. I don’t think hogget lambing is for everybody, just as an example. [Is that 

because they are not knowledgeable enough about it?]  It may be a little bit and it can be 

they are not quite practical enough. They may be looking at it from too much of a 

theoretical angle. (Southland, top performer, male) 

Some are good in theory but no good in practice. They are all very well using someone 

else’s money. (Central Otago, top performer, male) 

 



Top farmers were also sceptical that a farm advisor could help lift profits on their farm. 

There is heaps of room for improvement in our business, no doubt, but I haven’t met a 

consultant that really can lift our profit. We can do things better but that would reduce 

our profit so why would I do that. I am not saying they are not out there but I haven’t met 

one in our local area that would add value to our business. (Southland, top performer, 

male) 

There were a few top performing farmers who had ongoing one-to-one relationships with farm 

advisors. For a farm advisor to be useful to a successful farmer they had to be very good at what 

they did and have a long history of being successful in the region where their client farmed. Some 

of the top farmers indicated that they had used a farm advisor early in their career but given the 

experience and skills they now had, they had less need for this type input.     

[So you have had quite good experiences with your farm adviser. I don’t hear that a lot. 

Why do you think that is?] I think it took us a long time to select one. He had a 

reputation. He had a history in terms of the fact he was a former successful farmer and he 

is involved in some key properties in the Hawkes Bay and he has got a good handle on a 

lot of aspects, trading lambs, breeding ewes, winter feeding, buying and selling store 

stock he has got that whole package. We keep him at arms’ length and when we need him 

we bring him closer. (Hawkes Bay, top performer, male) 

We used a farm advisor a lot through my learning phase. Now we are more tending to 

bounce ideas off around our own team so we are not currently using any farm advisers. 

[You mean the shareholders?] Yes there is just a huge amount of knowledge already 

committed. (Wairarapa, top performer, male) 

In contrast, some mid tier farmers saw value in using farm advisors. Often for mid tier farmers the 

farm advisors helped to give them the confidence they needed to make changes on the farm.  

We have used one in recent times, infrequently, and he has been quite good. They can be 

really, really useful - but the first thing is you have got to be very honest with yourself for 

a start and you have also got to be very honest with them, and the more honest you are 

about your own performance and your own weaknesses the more valuable their 

experience will be. The one we have used he has been very good. I think the big thing is 

giving you the confidence to make changes. The downfall would be if you didn’t have a 

good adviser or good advice and some of them can chop and change a little bit. I have 

seen a couple of them, and one would be the splurge into sheep milking there a while ago 

down here. (Southland, mid tier farmer, male)  

However many mid tier farmers were also quite wary of farm advisors and preferred to learn from 

other farmers.  

[When you are thinking about changing something, how do you initially hear about it and 

how do you get to the decision to actually do it?] Talking to other farmers. I don’t have 

much to do with farm advisers. [Tell me why not?] I don’t know. I just haven’t had a 

good run with them really. I have more success talking to other farmers and farmers that 

I perceive to be better than me and have better ideas than me and I pick their brains. 

Because they are out there doing it and a farm adviser isn’t. (Wairarapa, mid tier farmer, 

male) 



3.6 Passion for performance   

3.6.1 Top performers (goal setting and driven to achieve)  

Top performers typically had specific and clearly-articulated goals for their business and they often 

supported these goals with figures and concrete examples, identifying what they expected to 

achieve over the short and medium-term. This included, for example, the number of stock units 

they planned to have or the lambing percentage they had set out to achieve within the next few 

years.   

[So in five years you talk about 15,000 stock units.] It is more 20,000 we are shooting for 

in our three to five to 10 year plan. So we have hit the 12,000, then we will go for 15,000 

and then it is 20,000. (Wairarapa, top performer, male) 

The national lambing percentage for merinos is about 85%. [And you think you can get 

as high as 130%, that is almost twice the average?] Yes. [What gives you the confidence 

you can get that high?] The rate we have been increasing at the moment. We probably 

wouldn’t want to get too much over 130% otherwise we will get too much wastage and 

lose a lot of twins. You never know though, you get there and you reassess again of 

course. (Central Otago, top performer, male)  

[What are your main goals you hope to achieve through sheep and beef farming?] We did 

have a lambing percentage of 160% before we took this farm over so get that lambing 

percentage back up to 160 – 180% and hogget lambing percentage of 120 – 130%. 

(North Canterbury, top performer, female)   

Some farmers had quite ambitious plans such as doubling the size of their business over the next 

five years. They mainly hoped to achieve this by a greater use of crops and forages for finishing 

stock. Some of these predominantly younger farmers were bursting with ideas and eager to keep 

pushing on as hard and as fast as possible, and they expressed high levels of confidence that they 

would achieve their goals.     

[Where do you see yourself in five years time?] We would expect to have doubled our 

scale in five years time and increased overall profitability. We plan to have a 50% 

increase in our own finishing scale by further intensification of the feed platform so 

pushing into new forages fairly rapidly and we intend to expand in land area as well. 

[You mean by buying land close by?] Yes, one or two neighbouring properties. 

(Wairarapa, top performer, male) 

[Where do you see yourself in five years’ time?] My brother will be back on the farm as 

part of the business and I would like to think we would be 50% possibly 100% bigger 

business than we are now in turnover. [So that is not necessarily size it is turnover?] 

Could be both. [So you aim to get more land to drive productivity?] Yes I do. With things 

like fodder beet, plantain, we want helicopters flying plantain over all these hills next 

year, possibly we will have to scale it back a wee bit to get it signed off. We have a 

proportion of fodder beet in, we are intensifying our cropping, we have brought in new 

drills, drilling heaps of oats increasing cattle numbers during the winter, heaps of things. 

(Waikato, top performer, male) 



I think a lot of it is that we don’t settle for poor results. With scanning we are very driven 

to perform well. It is not good enough if the ewes scan at 150% - why are they not 

performing well? (Gisborne, top performer, female) 

The top performing farmers were very driven and motivated to succeed and improve their farming 

operations. They were determined to be the best in their chosen field and were prepared to work 

hard to get the results they wanted.  

[What keeps both you and your wife in farming - you are both educated enough to have 

quite a good life doing something else?] Determination to see it through and achieve my 

overall vision for the family farm and where it could get to. (Wairarapa, top performer, 

male) 

 [What do you think makes you guys different?] Just the sheer determination. Will to 

succeed and passion for it. Eat, drink, sleep farming. (Manawatu-Wanganui, top 

performer, male) 

Determination more than anything. (North Canterbury, top performer, female)    

They were also hard-working and reluctant to accept failure.  

I am motivated and pretty driven, I did have a strong goal to get a farm and I have been 

pretty driven to get that and hard working. (Southland, top performer, male) 

Failure annoys me I guess. If we have a crop fail that annoys me and I don’t want that to 

happen again. (Waikato, top performer, male) 

Many top performers acknowledged that they were competitive people; some were driven to 

compete against themselves and their own benchmarks so they could reach their full potential, and 

others talked about the satisfaction of knowing their performance was the best in the district.        

[So what motivates you to stay in this industry.] It is probably within my nature actually. 

I am quite a competitive person. That competitiveness is from within and I want to do the 

job well. I am not trying to compete against my neighbour. (Mid Canterbury, top 

performer, male)  

[What motivates you?] I think since we have got into this benchmarking that has been a 

real driver for me. This place is performing right up there and you don’t want to be 

knocked off the perch. It is driving us into the ground though. [So there is competitiveness 

there?]  Hell yes. (Manawatu-Wanganui, top performer, male) 

It probably was in the early days competition between you and your brother, both on 

sheep and farms both farming quite similarly with the bulls and each year they tried to 

better each other and, dare I say it, we have beaten your brother the last few years. Then 

his brother won farmer of the year, so that was four years ago. (Gisborne, top performer, 

female)  



Recording keeping and benchmarking  

Top farmers’ passion for performance typically meant they had a greater interest and commitment 

to record-keeping. They were keen on measuring their overall performance as they wanted to track 

whether they were heading in the right direction and to assess whether they were meeting their 

goals and achieving performance targets.  

You are looking for trends in your own farm, you are not interested in how much better 

we are doing to the guy next door because we are just interested that we are going ahead 

and the decisions I am making are achieving those results. Whether it is increased growth 

rates of my lambs or a higher lambing percentage or better fertility out of the rams we 

are buying. All that information backs it up that we are heading in the right direction. 

(Hawkes Bay, top performer, male) 

So through our benchmarking we set ourselves goals and we expect to achieve them. I 

think if you push yourself and push what you are doing you will make gains and improve 

what you are doing, and every year we try and improve on what we have done and how 

we have performed. (Gisborne, top performer, female) 

I said before I keep lots of records, but I do that to remind myself how we are doing and 

because I strive for improvement - you have a record there of where you are at and try 

and better it. (Mid Canterbury, top performer, male)  

While there was strong evidence that top farmers consistently measured overall performance, 

there seemed to be wider variation when it came to measuring day-to-day performance in a 

systematic and structured way. Some, mainly younger farmers, were very keen on regular 

measurement, recording as much as they could and feeding it into computer programmes to help 

guide their decision-making.  

[So it sounds like you do quite a lot of measuring and record?] Yes. A lot of it is done on 

the job so if I am weighing lambs off a paddock of chicory right there in front of me on 

my scale head is growth rates, days, all that sort of stuff so from there I can manipulate 

mob sizes and weight ranges determined by growth rate and that sort of stuff. [What are 

you using for that?] Basically the gear is Tru-Test. (Hawkes Bay, top performer, male) 

[What are the main practices you do on this farm that you think are critical to how you 

succeed?] I measure and monitor everything. I treat information coming in as my 

dashboard in the car so I know how fast I am going, what temperature I am running at 

and how much fuel I have got left in the tank. (Wairarapa, top performer, male).  

Others, mainly older top performers, tended to be more relaxed when it came to formally 

measuring and recording stock and grass performance. However even though they mainly used 

scales for measuring performance, their experience meant they had a very good intuitive feel for 

how their farm was performing.    

[In terms of tools you seem to weigh a little bit but not much?] I have got scales but I am 

not a monthly weigher, I do weigh. The likes of grazing stock you weigh very regularly 

that is a good discipline. [Any other measurement tools or do you tend to do it mostly by 

eye or feel?] Mostly. (Wairarapa, top performer, male) 



[You don’t seem use a huge amount of measurement tools, you use scales by the sound of 

it?] Yes. Finally I spent a bit of capital on a decent cattle system. It has taken me a long 

time but this year I finally put in a good cattle system so that will be really good. And 

sheep wise apart from the odd strategic selling so maybe the likes of at the moment we 

have got some lambs on contract where you need to have them up to a certain weight but 

the rest of the time of the year I am not so strategic as saying, “Okay they have to be up 

to this weight” – well they have to be up to a weight or otherwise you get severely 

penalised, but I am not prepared to weigh every single animal and continue weighing. 

(North Canterbury, top performer, male) 

[What about benchmarking and measuring, what are the things you frequently collect 

information about and how does that influence your decision making?] I am not sure I 

collect much day to day information. I do analyse stuff like my lamb production - I 

analyse that each year and I have done for quite a long time. I used to do it when I was a 

farm consultant. So I look at that and that gives me my average growth rate for the year 

and my average kill date. I do look at that and think, “How did that go in relation to the 

season and things?” I do weigh the hoggets occasionally to see how they are progressing. 

Pasture cover, I don’t measure it all the time but I am certainly keeping an eye on it and I 

know where it is going and where I think I would like to be and that sort of thing and that 

will affect my decision making. (Southland, top performer, male) 

Moving more towards comprehensive recording 

While few of the top performers were using EID there was definitely an increasing 

acknowledgement that they were heading that way. There was general acceptance that if they 

wanted to perform at the absolute top level they couldn’t afford the variance that sometimes came 

with relying on instinct and observation. This farmer was just beginning to work with EID and 

viewed it as a tool that would help him to ‘stay ahead of the game’. Interestingly this quote below 

came from the highest performing farmer interviewed in this study.      

[A lot of people have said, “I can judge that by eye”.] That is how I have done it but there 

is too big a variance in it. If you want to be performing at the top level it has to be spot 

on. We are just starting to try and stay ahead of the rest we are getting into that EID and 

monitoring. And with the calves it would be neat to be able to follow each calf from the 

day it gets here through to 100kg because we only keep what we consider to be the best 

but it is all by eye. And with that monitoring we will be able to keep the ones with the best 

growth rate. (Manawatu-Wanganui, top performer, male) 

Other top performers were also moving towards implementing more accurate and comprehensive 

recording of animal performance. They saw value in being able to see trends in the data; being 

able to make more accurate judgements about where they were getting their best stock; and 

running more accurate trials to help them decide what policies and practices were best for their 

farm.    

Stockmanship is a huge part of how good a farmer you are, being able to read stock and 

have that attention to detail but you can’t beat putting that information down in front of 

you and being able to see where the trends are and what you are doing. (Hawkes Bay, 

top performer, male)  



[Do you do much in terms of weighing and recording?] Not a lot of that. We don’t 

monitor individual animals as close as we should. We need to be recording in the future 

what price every bull comes in at and how they respond to get better information on what 

we are buying and probably on sheep as well. [Are you planning to go that way?]  It is 

not my personal interest but there is opportunity in doing it. (Waikato, top performer, 

male) 

We are about to get into EID which will give us a bit more of the weight gain 

performance. We quite like to do on farm trials as in what suits this farm rather than 

what you read about half the time. (Gisborne, top performer, male) 

The top farmers who were using EID tended to run stud operations. The adoption of EID had made 

more immediate sense to them as the efficiencies it created for all of the breeding data needed to 

run their business almost made it a ‘no-brainer’. Another top farmer felt the efficiencies and costs 

savings of EID was not yet there for commercial farms and further technological advancements 

were needed before he would consider it.   

[What was the kicker for the move to EID?] Basically the size of the stud, it is up over 

1,000 ewes who are mated now so it is just efficiency. The amount of time saving with it 

being on the computer now. Every time we took a measurement we would have a card 

filing system and we had to pull a card out and write them down. But now we have EID 

tagging and you wand the ewe and it prints out a bar code and you put that in the bag 

with a sample and send it away and it comes back and you push one button. It takes five 

minutes instead of five hours. [What was the real kicker for you to change to this?] 

Probably when I came home I suppose. Dad can’t even turn a computer on. Plus when I 

first came home we were selling about 100 rams and we might have had 500 stud ewes to 

basically 1,000 stud ewes and selling 200 rams now. So with 500 ewes he could do it but 

now we have grown that much you couldn’t physically keep that record. (Central Otago, 

top performer, male) 

[EID?] That is cost prohibitive at the moment for a commercial operation. So I am talking 

commercial on a scale where you have 5,000 sheep and 7,000 lambs. Stud farmers do it 

but how do you commercialise that. Once you get the EID wouldn’t it be nice to have 

when shifted from Paddock A to Paddock B you could run them over a platform and you 

could capture all their individual tags and their weight and not having to stop them. So 

the technology is there now, it just has to be quickened up. So you would have an average 

weight and that could be linked to a meat company through a Cloud server and they 

would know how fast those lambs were growing. If they knew 100 of those 300 were 18.5 

kilos a text alert would tell you, “We know you have got 100 lambs there, we have got a 

contract to fill this week, here is a premium to get them in”. That would be efficient. I 

wouldn’t be over-feeding them to 20 kilos that someone didn’t want. It is limitless I 

reckon, but it is a matter of having all the technology dots joined and being in a cost-

effective manner that it could be picked up on a commercial scale, and I am not talking 

1,000 stud ewes I am talking 5,000 commercial ewes. And more so on harder hill country 

where the sheep are going. So that is a challenge. (Southland, top performer, male) 



While a few of the technology-savvy younger farmers  were  very keen to use new technologies for 

regular measuring and recording, there appeared to be a larger proportion of top farmers who  

used older technology to record stock information, benchmark and gauge how they were 

performing. For example, many of the top performers were using Excel spreadsheets. What was 

consistently important, regardless of the type of recording technology they used, was to have 

simple, streamlined recording formats that they could amend to suit their needs.  

I have got pretty detailed records. I only keep what is necessary to make good future 

decisions. I have prescribed to Farmax previously but I found myself not using it 

regularly and a bit clunky so I have actually got my own Excel, a very simple Excel 

spreadsheet that I use once a month. [Is that something you have created yourself?] Yes. 

Simple. And on Word my stock rec which is effectively my diary. (Wairarapa, top 

performer, male)  

And I have a spread sheet that will tell us how many cents per kilo dry matter return we 

are likely to get out of the different stuff. And that was telling us to sell sheep and buy 

bulls. (Waikato, top performer, male) 

[Do computers play a major role in your business?] Every year I will work out the 

lambing percentages for the various mobs on a spreadsheet, same with full weights break 

down the different stock classes and that sort of thing. (Central Otago, top performer, 

male) 

[What tools do you use to better manage your farm, could be on farm practical tools like 

plate meters?] Yes, I do have a plate meter. The computer I have Excel spreadsheets that I 

use for my feed budgeting programme. I use spreadsheets to look at different options on 

the farm. I always review the dairy cow grazing and whether I think I am making enough 

money out of it compared with what the sheep are doing. (Southland, top performer, 

male)  

3.6.2 Mid tier farmers (goals and achievement)  

The mid tier farmers had less clearly-defined goals about where they hoped to be in five years 

time. Overall their goals were less ambitious and they had lower levels of conviction when they 

articulated what they hoped to achieve.  

[Where do you see yourself being in five years time?] Still here. [Do you have a vision of 

what you want your farm to be like?] Perfect. [What does that mean?] Running 

profitably, fences and maintenance up to scratch, fertiliser spending up to scratch, just 

everything running well. [So you are not envisaging a big expansion or things operating 

very differently?] No not really, just getting better at doing what I am doing. (Wairarapa, 

mid tier farmer, male) 

[Where do you see yourself in five years time?] Hopefully still here, still sheep and beef 

farming but hopefully doing a little bit better. [So you have plans for what you want to be 

doing?] As far as planning in wool, no that is perhaps why we don’t do very well. I think 

we certainly want to be more productive than we are now and we certainly have plans to 

increase our performance and some of the money we have invested in the last three 

months has been based around that I suppose. The biggest thing that drives your 

profitability is the amount of kilos of lamb meat that go out the gate and so I suppose a lot 



of that money has been invested for that reason to try and make what we have got more 

productive I suppose. (Southland, mid tier farmer, male) 

In general the mid tier farmers tended to be older than the top performers and they were less likely 

to have a son or daughter on the farm who was pushing them along and encouraging them to try 

new and innovative practices. When they were prompted to talk about what they hoped to achieve, 

they typically expressed a sense of hope that external forces would allow them to do well, rather 

than a lift in profitability based on their on-farm activities.   

[So what are your main goals that you plan to achieve?] I would like to be debt-free at 

some stage - that is obviously a prime mover. Hopefully get one of the kids farming or if 

they don’t want to, set them up somehow. [Do you think being debt-free is a possibility 

and what are the timeframes around something like that?] At our age it would like to be 

within ten years, but if you look at the last ten years we haven’t reduced our debt at all 

and if anything we owe more now than we did ten years ago, which is a bit scary. So I 

suppose if you look at it on past history, it is not realistic if I was brutally honest. So we 

are optimists I guess. We must be. (Southland, mid tier farmer, male) 

[Where do you see yourself in five years time, where do you want to be?] Pretty much 

still doing what I am doing now. [Do you want to be doing it in any way differently?] 

Making more money, hopefully lambs will be worth $150 in five years time. [What plans 

do you have to get to the stage where you are making more money and to what extent is 

that within your control as opposed to other people’s control?] There is not a lot in my 

control, it is more in other people’s control really and a lot of it comes down to climate. 

(Wellington, mid tier farmer, male) 

More sporadic record keeping and benchmarking  

Consistent with their less clearly defined goals, mid tier farmers were also less likely to keep 

comprehensive records around stock performance. Some said they did weigh animals occasionally 

and some acknowledged that they would move into more accurate electronic record-keeping one 

day, but they were clearly not early adopters of technology and were less likely to use even basic 

software like Excel spreadsheets to assist them. In the quantitative survey, across a range of 

performance measures, the mid tier farmers were much less likely than the top performers to 

conduct regular assessment. 

[Are there any tools you use around the property to benchmark with, are you a big user of 

scales at all?] We are not a big user it is more the bulls, we are old fashioned. We weigh 

lambs occasionally just to get a sense of how they are getting on before we send them to 

the works. We condition score, we can look at sheep and cattle and condition-score them. 

We should be doing more electronic stuff and I guess it will develop. (Hawkes Bay, mid 

tier farmer, male) 

[Just a moment ago we were talking about benchmarking and measuring. Is there any 

other benchmarking or monitoring that you do?] Annually lamb weights and percentage 

of lambs sold off their mothers at weaning time. So we monitor that from year to year. 

[Do you keep an Excel spreadsheet with that kind of thing?]  No, I don’t actually I just do 

it manually. I am not very computer literate. I have got the information but I would quite 

like to have it a bit better. Graphs and curves is sometimes a lot better way to see 

something rather than the figure. (Canterbury, mid tier farmer, male) 



[I want to move on to tools and technology, things like on farm tools such as plate meters, 

scales and office-based tools such as Farmax and other computer software, what is your 

use of those sorts of things to help you manage your farm?] The scales get used pretty 

regularly especially for our lambs, so that is a big thing in terms of getting them away to 

the works and weighing them for drenching and things like that. I don’t use a plate meter 

and sometimes I don’t use it because we don’t have one and I suppose we have never 

really been in a position in the last few years where we have had a surplus of grass to 

deal with where you have started to think what do I do with all of this. I can understand 

why you would use them. Budgeting and planning are probably not one of my strengths. 

(Southland, mid tier farmer, male) 

Mid tier farmers were more likely to rely on their eye and gut feel for assessing their farm 

performance.   

[You don’t do a lot of benchmarking or measuring?] No. Eyeballing. [You don’t see that 

as useful?] It is, how am I going to measure? So it comes back to that stockmanship. 

(Wellington, mid tier farmer, male) 

[What about all these things we talked about using tools, what tools do you use as a 

general rule and how useful are they?] I don’t use plate meters, mainly dairy farmers do. I 

can’t be bothered doing it, I just do it by eye. Because dairy farmers are on a rotational 

basis I think it is easier for them to gauge where they are. Sheep farming is more set 

stocking. [So the barriers to people taking up things like that are both that they are 

inconvenient to use but also there is not a significant benefit?] I don’t see any benefit to 

me out of a plate meter. (Wairarapa, mid tier farmer, male) 

There were a few who talked about benchmarking but this had been done by accessing external 

information from a meat company. This suggests that an easy-to-use objective benchmarking 

measure, like that being provided by this meat company, is useful way to encourage mid tier 

farmers to adopt benchmarking and monitoring.         

[Benchmarking?] One thing I do and actually I see that it is a change they have made on 

the Alliance web page is they have got your last three years figures in terms of the lamb 

flow going out the gate plus the average lamb weights and that is a really good bench 

marking tool just to see. I only just discovered it on the site this last season and that is 

really handy to see where you are going compared with other years. (Southland, mid tier 

farmer, male) 

 



Lifting industry performance 

4.1 Attitudes towards RMPP   

4.1.1 Top farmers 

Most top farmers could see some value in the RMPP programme. They acknowledged that there 

was definite potential to improve the performance of farmers who struggled.    

[Do you see much value in the RMPP?] Shit yes. If you can friggen convince farmers to 

change yes definitely. There is massive potential there. (Southland, top performer, male) 

[RMPP?] I think it is positive. I think there is potential for farmers to improve still. I think 

they are deciding that some of the farmers who are at that bottom 30% to put the input 

into that percentage it is going to be huge and they may not change so that bottom 30% 

may fall out the bottom. (West Otago, top performer, female) 

Those guys there you will only need to tweak a couple of things and then all of a sudden 

their profitability will increase 20 – 30%. Without having massive differences in 

operation there are big gains to be had. (North Canterbury, top performer, male) 

However among some there was also a sense that they supported it more in principle than in 

detail. While they liked the idea that the industry was working collaboratively to achieve enhanced 

performance, they were not necessarily convinced that there would be significant returns on the 

investment. It was clear that many top farmers were warmer towards the RMPP because they were 

passionate about their industry and hungry for improvements.    

[RMPP?] I am of the view that if you don’t try something then you don’t know I guess and 

something has got to change. (Otago, top performer, male) 

[What are your thoughts on the RMPP collaboration?] I think in principle it is good but 

there are a couple of things that worry me a little bit. (Southland, top performer, male)   

[RMPP?] I am hopeful, and voted for it because I think to say no is the worse of two evils. 

(Southland, top performer, male)  

 



Their apprehension that the on-farm gains would not be achieved via the RMPP was driven by two 

main issues. Firstly, they expressed some nervousness that industry initiatives were not always 

held accountable and money could be wasted without delivering what was required to the farmer.  

[RMPP?]  Starting with the negative what can go wrong, as in any of these groups you 

get a lot of people fighting for position, huffing and puffing and the thing can get too top 

heavy. You can get an organisation that is very top heavy and the desired results aren’t 

filtering down to the ground level. I have seen that with the wool industry. We have seen 

that with some of the fertiliser. The wool industry is probably the best example, you get a 

big group of people up there who like sitting on boards and doing whatever. (Hawkes 

Bay, mid tier farmer, male) 

The other thing that worries me a little bit is some of the professionals – a lot of people 

farm the farmer. So in terms of selling advice and services and things and I get a wee bit 

nervous when I see a lot of people floating around a pot of money thinking that this is 

going to be good for me and what are they actually going to deliver to the on farm 

performance. So it does need to be strong accountability for on farm deliverables. 

(Southland, top performer, male) 

The other main issue that generated apprehension around the success of the RMPP was that 

farmers could be hard to change and if they didn’t see the need to change or didn’t want to 

change, and if they were unwilling to accept advice, it would be very difficult to improve or alter 

their on-farm performance.    

[RMPP bring value to the industry?] I hope it does, but honestly I don’t know. Because 

you can chuck money at a lot of stuff and a lot of it just comes down to attitude. If people 

don’t want help or want to accept advice it is the same thing with the people who were 

trying to get you to commit all your stock to a contract company. (Central Otago, top 

performer, male) 

A lot of people it wouldn’t take that much for them to lift their profitability. But it is 

whether they want to cut their four weeks holiday back to three a year. (Central Otago, 

top performer, male) 

Some top farmers suggested that the information that farmers needed to lift farm performance was 

readily available, but farmers had to want to seek it out and want to change if there was going to be 

some benefit. This farmer also suggested that some farmers would be at a stage of their life where 

striving for greater gains no longer appealed.       

The biggest thing I found, and I put average to how I think this is going to benefit the 

sheep and beef sector, is because you have to make people want to take up these ideas. 

And to be fair, that information is out there if you want to go and source it. It has been 

done before so there is information on how to get better growth rates out of your lambs, 

how to improve your fertility in sheep, how you might improve the wastage from scanning 

to lambing within your sheep. So it is not as if the information is not there but how do you 

make it so those people want to grasp it and take it on board and do better? Some of them 

might be in a position where they have worked hard all their lives and they are happy 

buttoning off a wee bit and taking things a wee bit easier rather than pushing things to 

achieve top results all the way through. (Hawkes Bay, top performer, male) 



4.1.2 Mid tier farmers   

When mid tier farmers were asked about their views of the RMPP there was a more significant 

swing towards suggesting that the focus was wrong and the industry needed fixing, rather than 

push farmers to perform. 

[Views on the RMPP?] New Zealand farmers are very good at producing what the 

market wants. It is more about getting the money for the product. (North Otago, mid tier 

farmer, male) 

[RMPP?] We have to be careful we don’t get sold a pup and we work our bums off for the 

benefit of everyone else in the chain. (Mid Canterbury, mid tier farmer, male) 

[RMPP?] Maybe they should direct more focus on the whole reforming the meat industry. 

So maybe this is an avenue for doing something like that where we align more to 

companies rather than – I am a bad example because I leave my agent to do all the work, 

but maybe we should align more to fixed-contract scenarios? (Wairarapa, mid tier farmer, 

male) 

The money is being ripped out in the middle. Between the consumer and the farmer that is 

where all the money is. A farmer said to me the other day that Silver Fern or any 

company should be selling it direct. That is one way they could go totally direct, start 

their own butcher shops like New Zealand Meat so you are cutting out all the middle men. 

(North Otago, mid tier farmer, male) 

Mid tier farmers were also less likely to be aware of the RMPP. They were unsure what the 

programme was about and were reluctant to give a view on something about which they only had a 

vague knowledge and awareness. While they had obviously received information on the 

collaboration, it was more a matter of them not finding the time to study the material enough to 

pass judgement on what the RMPP was setting out to achieve.  

[Do you feel like you know enough to comment on the RMPP?] No not really. It is not 

really transparent. There is not a lot out there, it is sort of like a little closed shop with 

selected operators. [Do you feel they are not sharing the information?] It hasn’t been well 

put out there to be honest. Mind you it hasn’t been out very long either but they need to 

be able to show you exactly who they are collaborating with and what they are actually 

doing and what they are going to achieve. I am sure it is there, if you go on to the website 

I expect it is probably there. [But you have to proactively seek it out?] Yes, and I haven’t 

been on there to have a look. Mind you, the fact I have been away for a while. But I don’t 

know as much as I probably should and I haven’t shown as much interest as I probably 

should. I think a lot of it is based on the genetic side of things. I really need to have a 

look. (Southland, mid tier farmer, male) 

[What are your thoughts on the red meat profit partnership?] I haven’t studied it that 

much. [You gave it a 3?] That is because I was neutral. I briefly read through the thing 

that came from Beef and Lamb and I briefly read it and stuck it to the back. [What 

potential does it have?] As I say, I never really went in to what it was trying to achieve so 

I can’t really answer that without re-reading it at a later date. It came when we were 

scanning and then we have been busy into lambing so haven’t been back to it. [So it is 

more that you just haven’t given it any thought rather than there are pros and cons?] I 



haven’t physically studied it rather than gone through the ideas as such. I think he gave 

me a brief outline on what you were trying to achieve and that was probably as far as it 

went. (Manawatu-Wanganui, mid tier farmer, male) 

Mid tier farmers showed considerable indifference towards the RMPP collaboration. They 

appeared to hold misconceptions about the scope of the RMPP and were uncertain that the 

collaboration would personally benefit them in any way.  

[Initial thoughts on the RMPP?]  Can’t do any harm. [What good could it do?] Good 

question. I don’t really understand enough about where they are coming from really. 

(Wairarapa, mid tier farmer, male) 

[What do you know about the red meat profit partnership?] There is Beef and Lamb, PGG 

Wrightsons, Silver Fern farms. [There are six meat companies involved.] All getting 

together to try and increase the performance of sheep farmers. The government is putting 

in some money and Beef and Lamb are putting in some money. [So what are your 

thoughts on it as an idea?] I guess it is a good idea. [Under what conditions is it a good 

idea?] Like you say, how is it going to benefit me? If they increase the price of lamb it will 

benefit me. But I don’t really know how pulling the average farmer up is going to 

increase the price of lamb apart from increasing supply, which I guess must be a good 

thing, but I don’t really know.  (Wellington, mid tier farmer, male) 

A few were warmer towards the RMPP. They were keen for the industry to try something different 

and were interested to see how it could ‘push them along’ and bring about change.    

[What are your reactions based on the description?] Go for it. Give it a go. (Wairarapa, 

mid tier farmer, male) 

[RMPP could it benefit you?] It could because, a bit like what I said before, they might 

have something they are doing that might help me. They might have picked up to improve 

their performance and I might talk to them and they might say I am doing this now and I 

might try that. (Manawatu-Wanganui, mid tier farmer, male) 

4.2 Role of Top performers for lifting industry 

performance   

Top performers gave mixed responses about their willingness to help other farmers improve their 

farm performance. Most were willing to help another farmer if they could, but it was clear that they 

didn’t suffer fools kindly and they didn’t want to waste their time with farmers who were unwilling to 

listen and take on board their suggestions.    

I am more than happy to help them as long as someone is keen to learn and they will 

uptake the ideas. If someone came along here who was farming and wanted to pick my 

brains or question me on areas we were working on, I am not trying to keep it a secret 

and I am more than happy to pass it on to someone who with that knowledge it might 

improve their farming and make them a bit more money. Even if thousands of them make 

more money it is not really going to affect what happens with what we do on our farm. 

(Hawkes Bay, top performer, male) 



[Farmers like yourself who are doing really well, is there a role to be involved in lifting 

the performance of other farmers?] They have got to want to do it. I don’t mind going and 

offering my help to someone if they are going to take it on board and do it. It is 

frustrating going to a discussion group and putting a few ideas forward and then coming 

back and seeing nothing has happened from 18 months earlier and he is in the same hole 

again. And they have done it that way because dad did it that way. (Wairarapa, top 

performer, male) 

Many of the top performers were already helping other farmers to improve their performance. This 

breeder said that part of their service to clients was to help them draft off the poorer edge of their 

clients’ stock to help improve the overall quality of their flock. While this was a service they charged 

for if the farmers didn’t buy their rams, nevertheless he felt that it was good value.  

[What are you doing?]  Every year I will go through most of their ewes to sort out to go to 

the ram and we will take the poorer off type edge off and they will go to a terminal. [So 

you help with the selection process?]  Yes, aiding in their selection process. I probably do 

seven or eight different properties. Some buy rams off us and some don’t. It doesn’t worry 

me. It is part of our ram sales that if they buy the rams off us it is a free service but those 

who don’t, I charge them. I am pretty cheap. (Central Otago, top performer, male) 

As we have been seen to be doing things people ring us up - a guy rang up from Gisborne 

two years ago and it was really dry going into tupping and we starting feeding our ewes 

maize grain, which is pretty rare, but I had a guy from Gisborne ring up and say, “I hear 

you are feeding maize grain - can you tell me how you are doing that please, what rates 

are you using, how are you getting it out there, how often are you feeding it?” He was 

only one guy but he hadn’t done it before and he had made the decision to do it and he 

was looking for answers. So if you can get more and more of that going on I guess that 

has to be good. (Hawkes Bay, top performer, male) 

Some top farmers were reluctant to be seen or described as a top performing farmer with all of the 

answers; instead they were comfortable discreetly providing advice to individuals who were willing 

to give them a call and ask for advice. They also pointed out that one of the difficulties was that 

some farmers who needed help, did not necessarily agree that they needed help.  

[Is there a role for guys like yourself for helping other farmers lift their performance?] I 

am not one of those people. I am not someone who likes to put yourself out there that 

much because sometimes it is not working that well in a dry year. But I wouldn’t mind 

people ringing me up. I actually had one of my younger neighbours up the hill ask me if 

he could come and see what I do one day and that is fine. I think people who are willing 

to, are probably always going to find information somewhere or speak to someone. But 

what you are targeting is probably that 60% out of the 80% that think they are in the top 

20% that aren’t. (Central Otago, top performer, male) 

But if we are in a discussion we would rather play the dumb person, it is better to learn. 

In the benchmarking we are right up there and we are not full of ourselves because of it. 

We don’t tell anyone. You don’t want to go to the discussion and you make out that you 

are this great farmer and you are performing better than all of them, so you have to listen 

to us. If they want advice from us and they see that we are performing we would be more 

than willing to help in whatever way we possibly can, but we won’t go out there. 

(Manawatu-Wanganui, top performer, male) 



Many top farmers definitely felt frustrated with low performing farmers. Many of them felt that 

farming was a basic and straightforward business and they wondered why lower performing 

farmers wouldn’t make some simple changes to enhance their performance.  

[How can the RMPP work to lift farmer performance?] At the end of the day people get 

what they want out of things and how do you change people’s mind sets? I see people and 

I can’t understand sometimes- that information is out there so why aren’t they reacting to 

what drives profit? I don’t know. It is bizarre, and a lot of it is common practice almost, 

but a lot of people still aren’t doing it. I don’t know how you get through to them. 

Everything is there; it is just whether people want to. (North Canterbury, top performer, 

male).  

[RMPP looking to help improve performance of some of these farmers?] Basically some 

of them want their farms taken off them but you can’t do that. (Wairarapa, top performer, 

male)  

[You do see a role for the industry to be doing some of this stuff.] Yes I do. For instance I 

have a farmer down the road whose pasture management is bloody shocking, it is 

disgusting and it is the same land, he has more ploughed paddocks than I have and in a 

way better land than I have, but it is terrible. (Southland, top performer, male) 

When I hear the average New Zealander is producing 150 kilos of carcass weight per 

hectare, that is piss poor. (Wairarapa, top performer, male) 

Some noted that in their experience it was very difficult to get lower performing farmers to take new 

ideas on board and they suggested that lower performing farmers’ default position was often 

negative and their first reaction to a new idea was that it wouldn’t work. They felt that farmers had 

to be hungry for advice and new ideas or else the effort required to achieve change was not worth 

it.  

You could tell the whole industry but only two of them would act on it. We were asked 

what would make a difference, 90% of people if you got me in a debate with a group of 

them the second you give a statement, like anything I just said, immediately go negative 

why it won’t work. It won’t work for me because of so and so. The second they have that 

negative they are doomed to fail because they are justifying for it not to work. They have 

never learnt how to do a brain storm. (Waikato, top performer, male) 

Unless they specifically ask for our advice we just don’t - we stand back and listen to 

what they say. They seem to have this closed off mentality. They get stuck in the way they 

have always done it. If you do give a bit of advice but what did someone say – you have 

got flat hills. Like how we have got the bull blocks set up. (Manawatu-Wanganui, top 

performer, female) 



Need to target willing farmers  

Most farmers agreed that the RMPP shouldn’t target all farmers to help increase industry 

performance, noting that many farmers preferred to be left alone. They felt that in these cases the 

RMPP should focus its resources on groups where change could be best effected. They saw far 

more benefit and greater potential gains in working with the mid tier farmers who were more likely 

to have at least some interest in lifting their performance.  

[Do you think the concept of trying to improve performance of mid-tier farmers is a 

useful one for the industry to be focusing on, is that a waste of resource or is it 

worthwhile?] It is not worthwhile trying to focus on the bottom 10% because they are 

who they are and what they are for a reason. (Wairarapa, top performer, male)  

[So to what extent can the skills of the top farmers be used to develop the skills of the not 

so good farmers?  Can there be an active role there?] Yes there can be. [What works 

there?] I think as an industry we worry too much about the poor performing farmers. I 

find this through Beef and Lamb that we are always trying to drag the bottom end up but 

the bottom end don’t want to come up. What right have we got to tell people that they 

have to perform? If they don’t perform they will go broke. [What about improving the 

average performer?] We should do that and give people the ability to perform. But bring 

the average up and don’t worry about the tail end because if they don’t want to come up 

why worry about them? (Manawatu-Wanganui, mid tier farmer, male) 

4.3 Lifting performance 

A consistent theme throughout the RMPP programme of research has been the importance of 

encouraging farmers to have more conversations to help spark change. This top performer noted 

that an important aspect of encouraging conversations was getting the conversations happening 

between husbands and wives. She noted that it was easy for a husband to return from a field day 

and for any new ideas to stay behind. However if the husband was able to attend field days along 

with his partner or wife it increased the likelihood of conversations that extended into the on-farm 

environment, which could only increase the potential of positive change.   

And we have also tried to encourage more partners to come along to some of the bigger 

field days that we have had because I believe if you have the partner there it stimulates 

conversation afterwards. So it is not just the farmer going home thinking, “I have had a 

nice field day, had a good few beers”. I am not a farmer but we do a lot of talking 

because it is our business. I can always ask the dumb questions and I think it is important 

to be a bit more inclusive in our industry and we are getting good momentum in that with 

the Agri-Women’s Development Trust and things like that, recognising the input of 

women and recognising the fear they have within what has been a predominantly male- 

dominated environment, but recognising the potential that they do have to add to it. And I 

also believe that it is good for the farmers to have the conversations. Not be there 

necessarily to provide the answers but be able to work it out. (Hawkes Bay, top 

performer, female) 

And those are the types of discussions that quite often the husband and wife might have 

left here [field day] 18 months ago and the farmer might be saying, “Those crops look 

good but it will be a lot of work, shift the break and that is too hard” and the wife might 



be looking at it from the other side saying, “You are going to do this and that and you 

have the potential of achieving this much gain, maybe it is not so bad” and that gets him 

thinking it is not too bad. (Hawkes Bay, top performer, male) 

Another critical part of fostering change among mid tier farmers is that they needed to be shown in 

a very diplomatic way that their level of performance was such that they could benefit considerably 

from making a change to their systems. The phrase that “80% of farmers think they are in the top 

20%” was mentioned several times throughout this research.  

[It sounds like this is quite good information for you?] Yes. If it was coming back and you 

were finding out that all your figures were down around here I would be concerned and I 

would definitely want to try and find out what it was you weren’t doing... I did note on the 

thing Beef and Lamb sent me on what you are doing, obviously that gap of 80% of 

farmers think they are in the top 20%. I guess if you are in the mindset that you are doing 

pretty much all you can to be doing things right but you are only achieving these results 

you would thinking that. (Central Otago, top performer, male) 

It is just how do you get your Joe Average farmer to really want to strive? They think they 

are in the top 20% anyway, but to get them out of their own little world to go and have a 

look and find some real ways so they can take some stuff home. (Central Otago, top 

performer, male) 

I still think knowing where you are and how you are performing goes a long way to 

helping you decide what you are going to do. I really think that it is quite critical because 

if you have got Joe Bloggs and he thinks he is trundling along okay and he is in the top 

20% and he goes to these things and he thinks, “I could try this or that” but he goes 

home and thinks, “I am cruising along alright, what am I worried about?”. But if you 

really thought that was where you were and somebody said, “No, actually you are not 

there, you are there” - it would give you a hell of a shock and then you would probably 

think, “I do need to do something so I will go along and listen” but you might be a bit 

more inclined to take that next step. The people who have the power to encourage you to 

do these things are the people who help you with your finances - your accountants and 

bank managers. I think they could do a lot more to help. (Gisborne, top performer, 

female) 

Objective performance information was needed to show farmers the reality of their performance, 

and in what areas they could improve. However this needed to be done in a way that was non-

confrontational and didn’t leave farmers feeling like they were having the ‘finger pointed at them’. 

While the starting point may be to compare performance with others, the focus should be on 

benchmarking individual progress to monitor their overall performance.       

[There had been suggestions of a cluster of farmers where there is a mix of top and mid-

tier ones in the same group and they are supported by a range of professionals to 

improve] That is good. There are discussion groups and I was at one yesterday and I am 

a member of another one. It needs to have a good facilitator. The Wairarapa is very good 

at being an open book. You actually have to know people’s financials to be able to help 

them and the ones that don’t perform necessarily very good might be a little embarrassed 

or more resistant to actually putting it out there. So you have to get them over that hump 

to say this is a grown exercise as opposed to a finger pointing exercise. (Wairarapa, top 

performer, male) 



Really you’re benchmarking is against yourself as much as anything, but the idea of the 

overall thing is good. You need to know what is possible. Why is my neighbour doing 

such and such? (Southland, top performer, male) 

Yes probably. That is your biggest thing that you compare yourself to people with is your 

production and especially out of the farm discussion group I go straight to the financials 

and compare that. (Otago, top performer, female) 

Many noted that for mid tier farmers to learn new practices they needed a hands-on approach that 

could only really be fostered through more intimate and smaller discussion-group formats. While 

larger field days had a role to play, farmers needed to get as close as possible to what the changes 

would look like on their own farms in order to help build confidence to give new ideas a try.  

My experience as cockies, we like to see one of our colleagues doing it. field days 

targeted, so seeing farmers doing the stuff, seeing it in the field in practice, going there 

and hearing the farmer talk about it and then taking that knowledge back to their own 

home farms. We might see it on the internet, we might read it in a farm magazine but we 

often like to go and touch it and kick it. Hear a farmer say, “This has worked for me”. It 

gives them the confidence to see it is working and people are making money out of it. 

(Hawkes Bay, mid tier farmer, male)  

[What do you think are the best ways for improving the skills and performance of sheep 

and beef farmers?] You need the combination of the field day thing because it gives you 

an awareness of things. You can go along to a field day and you don’t learn skills there 

but you do hear about things that you think that might be interesting to try and the same 

with media. You read things and think, “That idea there sounds good - I will have a go at 

that or not interested in those”. (Southland, top performer, male) 

While discussion-based groups are not a new tool, there was definitely a sense that there was 

potential for wider use of this information transfer channel in the sheep and beef sector. Many 

farmers were more comfortable and more likely to engage in smaller group formats than in larger 

field day environments.  

I think that farm discussion groups are really valuable tools and probably even a wee bit 

underutilised still in the sheep and beef industry. [So people are quite open about things 

they have tried?] Yes. I ran several farm discussion groups when I worked as a consultant 

and I just couldn’t believe the level of improvement that some of those farmers made in 

those discussion groups. Not saying that they might not have done it if they hadn’t been in 

a group, but I am sure they made faster and much bigger gains, it was quite amazing 

some of them. (Southland, top performer, male) 

Because we do have these field days on farm another thing we have been talking about is 

rather than going for the masses now we have bedded down a bit how about we do break 

out groups and talk about key subjects. So you have the ability to converse rather than sit 

there terrified and put your hand up and maybe stumble out a question. So making them a 

bit more intimate and effective. (Hawkes Bay, top performer, female) 

A lot of farmers are shy by nature so not putting them in a big room of 100 people and 

trying to get them to answer questions, because it is not going to happen. Get down on the 

sheep rail with the farmer himself, in amongst his peers, and you will get a better idea of 

what is happening. (Wairarapa, top performer, male)  



Mid-tier farmers liked the idea of being involved in low key activities for improving on-farm 

performance. It was clear they lacked the confidence to have the details of what they were doing 

broadcast widely around the district. They preferred to have someone to take the lead and 

organise a small local trial in which they could participate with a few other local farmers, with 

support from some professionals.      

I do like to try and keep my head down. I suppose even if you work in small existing units 

getting farmers together to run their own trials and they find someone within their own 

group who is prepared to do this little trial. And just be a quiet little thing, it doesn’t have 

to be all over the Southland Times. And allowing farmers to organise it themselves and 

giving them the expertise and they can ring up their neighbours and say, “Are you guys 

interested in doing this?” and showing them a way of measuring it and finding out some 

problem that they have and they can work on. An example might be changing ram breeds 

for example, and even just changing the terminal sire and identifying the animals and 

working out this particular group of animals and the appropriate measuring that needs to 

be done and then doing that and then they bring all the lambs in, in December/January 

and weighing them all and everyone finds out which one works best. (Southland, mid tier 

farmer, male) 

Some top and mid tier farmers suggested that there was a need for more of a mentorship 

approach, with top performers working alongside mid tier farmers to guide and show them the 

differences that could be made on local farms. They suggested that while some of the mid tier 

farmers understood what needed to happen, they often lacked confidence to execute the practice.    

[Any insights into how you can get those guys in the middle tier to lift a bit?] They almost 

need a mentor farmer or something from the area, and you get five or six guys and they 

bloody near have to be going to this other farm once a fortnight, if not once a week. They 

really have to go and see the difference and they have to be prepared to change somehow. 

(Southland, top performer, male) 

That is where someone could help me work out how much area I needed to do that. Like I 

might be able to work out that I can take a paddock out of the calving system. I could do 

it but I probably haven’t got the confidence to know. I do know probably what I should be 

doing but I probably need a bit of help from someone who has done it and says, “Yes that 

will work. That is how you do it”. (Hawkes Bay, mid tier farmer, male) 

Another key ingredient for helping to foster change among mid tier farmers was to do it in small, 

incremental steps. It was suggested that better results could be achieved by focusing on small 

tweaks to systems, and implementing these at a pace driven mostly by mid tier farmers so they 

were comfortable with what was happening on their farms.   

[What would you see as the best ways for improving the skills and performance of New 

Zealand sheep and beef farmers?] I think they have got to work with them and help show 

them how they can improve their own system in a progressive way and a way that they 

are comfortable moving at. (Southland, mid tier farmer, male)  

Whereas the other discussion group that was up in our area, it only lasted a year if that. 

That one, they were going on to each other’s farms and sort of as if we said last time you 

should do this and that and that and you didn’t do it - I didn’t want to be forced into that 

situation. (Hawkes Bay, mid tier farmer, male) 



The mid-tier guys they need to make small changes... Because if the challenge is too big, 

they are looking at the whole system, the whole picture and it makes their head spin so 

they don’t actually change anything. (Wairarapa, top performer, male)   

As well as implementing changes at a slow and manageable pace, the areas for improving 

performance needed to be consistent with farmers’ overall philosophy for farming. It was important 

that time was taken to understand farmers; what it was that they liked about farming; and, where 

possible, tailor the change to focus on what interested them the most.   

I think some of the speakers that we have responded to the best have understood that we 

don’t want to pour in production. If they understand that some people want to run a low-

input system and not completely set the world on fire but progressively improve their 

system and improve their profitability, that would be great. If they come out and say, 

“You need to grow fodder beet and incorporate dairy grazing into your system and do 

everything else” then okay, we may as well become the same as everyone else. (Mid 

Canterbury, mid tier farmer, female) 

So to have a good understanding of what resource they have got to work with. They have 

got to be led by a professional or in a structured way to see what also drives them and 

motivates them. They could hate cattle so you are no good trying to implement a cattle 

policy on a sheep farmer. So it is understanding the farmer. (Wairarapa, top performer, 

male)  

Mid tier farmers needed to have on–going support and ‘hand holding’ to help them deal with the 

vagaries of change. Given the uncertainty that farmers felt about potential changes, and the range 

of issues that could arise during a process of change, ongoing guidance and assistance was 

important to give them the confidence to keep going and to get the best result from the changes. 

One current approach that was viewed as being useful for supporting change was the use of text 

messages to alert farmers to what they needed to be doing with their lucerne crop.    

If you want to know something, you know you can ask and they will find the answer. The 

lucerne field days with Derrick Moot - that has gone the extra mile. They text 

information. If a farmer asks Derrick Moot or someone a question, the answer gets texted 

to everyone who is registered in the areas. Someone might have said, “I have got brown 

spots on my lucerne - what does this mean?” and the answer will come out so all of a 

sudden you have a warning and you think, “I had better have a look at mine”. So that is a 

very good system. (North Otago, mid tier farmer, male) 

There are a couple of things that have taken off quite dramatically in the industry recently  

to do with forage and that is lucerne and fodder beet, and there are the likes of Derrick 

Moot has been put in behind the lucerne and there is an email and text message service 

as a hand holding thing. The fodder beat one seems to be taking quite a bit of momentum 

now. In fact I ran into my seed rep on the street the other day and I think they ran out of 

seed of fodder beet. I can’t remember the figures but the level is really going up. It has 

the ability of instead of finishing three steers to the hectare on grass you can actually put 

20 to the hectares so if you have only got 150 hectares suddenly it could be an economic 

unit. [Is that suitable right across the country fodder beet?] I think it is more of a South 

Island thing at the moment. There have trials been done in Fielding there is a 

demonstration farm there. The hand holding thing is probably a good point though. (Mid 

Canterbury, top performer, male) 



Having support structures in place to help farmers to implement new ideas was critical for bringing 

about real change on farms as this was the part that was the most challenging. Having case 

studies that illustrated real farmers making changes, and that demonstrated the wins and losses 

that they had along the way, was an important channel for guiding farmers through change.  

That is probably quite key, being prepared to assess what you needed to do. If you go to 

off farm learning you have to be able to disseminate that information and work out how 

you can apply it to your own property. And that can be quite hard for some people. (Mid 

Canterbury, top performer, female) 

Only a small percentage of farmers will go and research a lot of things. I think if you can 

put it in a farm publication or write an article with some farmer doing it and doing it 

successfully. You get farmer uptake from farmer advice and I think that needs to happen 

more often. (West Otago, top performer, male) 

Several top farmers suggested that the industry needed to work towards developing tools to help 

mid to lower performing farmers make critical on-farm decisions that they were currently not 

confident enough to make.     

I suspect that middle tier of farmers spend a lot of time wondering about things but they 

never act with real confidence. They won’t ever act - that will have to be dished up to 

them in a really usable way. And that wouldn’t hurt anyone - that could easily be done. 

But to do it, there would be no point in a whole lot of clever farmers figuring out systems 

that would work for them - they would have to work with the mid-tier farmers with 

something that they are truly confident using and battle test it. So, “right you are in a 

drought, what are you going to need to see to have the confidence to ring the grain 

company or fertiliser company or to pull a lever?” I think top tier farmers have a bunch 

of known levers that they have got sitting there that they are ready to pull. And perhaps 

the middle to lower tier, they are often too frightened to change anything because they 

don’t know what is going to happen next if they do. So that forecasting tool. And the main 

reason they just do what happened last year is because they know where they might end 

up. But unfortunately everything else changes every year. (Wairarapa, top performer, 

male) 

[Encouraging change] I think that comes back to my point about the $1 investment and 

the $4 return. It has to be spelt out to people clearly and simply that if you put this 

investment in, ball park you will get this out if you do A, B and C. It is not rocket science. 

(Hawkes Bay, top performer, male) 

[So do you think they can achieve something like that?] I think they could. I think a lot of 

the gains in productivity and management in the dairy sector, I think Dairy NZ and 

Fonterra came out with some really clear usable information and tools that if you see this 

then you do this kind of thing, a more blue-print based. I think there are a lot more 

variables in sheep and beef farming, it is extremely volatile. Really they are operating 

with one market, one main product and even one species too. (Wairarapa, top performer, 

male) 



This farmer’s wife suggested to her husband that when faced with a problem, he often (almost 

unconsciously) went through a mental checklist to get to the crux of the issue. When prompted on 

the viability of developing a tool to help lower performing farmers adopt the same practice, the 

farmer felt there was potential in such an exercise. 

[How do you sort out issues?] You have to say is it something I have done, management, 

animal health, you are going to go through a mental check list. You probably go through 

the list so quickly in your head you haven’t broken it down. (Mid Canterbury, top 

performer, female) 

[I wonder if there is an opportunity for the industry to develop some sort of check list to 

aid other farmers in that process?] Yes. (Mid Canterbury, top performer, male) 

Building industry confidence 

Many top farmers felt that an essential part of improving performance across the industry was 

increasing confidence in the sector by building a more positive image around sheep and beef 

farming. There were many calls for more positive stories to be told about the sheep and beef 

sector. Farmers were tired of hearing ‘doom and gloom’ stories about sheep and beef farming, 

especially when they believed there were so many good stories to tell. 

I get frustrated with the media portraying sheep and beef as the non-performing sector. I 

get frustrated with farmers saying that it is non-performing. I would like people to stand 

up and say, “Hey it is not all bad”. Maybe we haven’t had all the growth that the dairy 

sector has had over the past wee while but contrary to that is there is a bit less debt, 

lifestyle might be an issue and we can actually employ locals and don’t have to import 

them to milk cows. Positivity breeds positivity and it has been a bit lacking and the 

negative stories seem to get all the headlines. I know that is how headlines work. So there 

is a whole work stream in there for the sheep and beef sector to tell the positive stories 

and get some confidence. (Southland, top performer, male) 

The industry needs to make it acceptable for our sons to come home and be part of the 

future instead of the old mantra that if you can’t do anything else go farming. (Wairarapa, 

top performer, male)   

Another driver for working to portray the industry in a more positive light was that it would help to 

attract additional talent that will be needed to sustain sheep and beef farming into the future. Many 

farmers called for an industry strategy to focus on attracting young people into sheep and beef 

farming.  

We need to go into schools and take the top people out of class and bring them into 

farming. And farming there is a range of things from a guy on horseback handling stock 

to the top scientist in the world - they can all contribute to the farm. (Wairarapa, top 

performer, male) 



I wonder also how much the cadet careers advisers at schools understand agriculture and 

the sheep and beef sector. Is it the poor cousin?  Is agriculture the poor cousin to arts 

and accounting and things?  It is New Zealand’s core competency, it is our strategic 

advantage in the global scene, yes we have to get smarter and get more value but it will 

be incremental, we still have to make it happen on the ground. (Southland, top performer, 

male)  

A few felt that one of the key ways to get mid to lower performing farmers to lift their performance 

was to get younger people onto their farms who had the energy to push for performance and the 

willingness to consider new and innovative approaches.  

But they want some young blood in there, someone that is keen with enthusiasm. I will 

give you a good example - down the road here where a younger fella, about 35 he has 

taken over the management of the property and he has really got it up and humming. Just 

keen and enthusiastic. You see the young ones coming to the discussion group and they 

are full of beans. (Wairarapa, top performer, male)  

Part of attracting this talent was showing young people a pathway to farm ownership and becoming 

more established in the industry. This could include developing more equity partnerships and 

looking at ways in which young people could get some investment in the industry prior to taking the 

big step into farm ownership.  

So the question of getting young people into farming is a massive issue because it is just 

too dear. Even to buy stock now, stock is still not cheap, even to stock a place once you 

get in. But I don’t know a lot about equity partnerships and I would imagine some people 

in these positions getting to that age might be happy to do that. (Central Otago, top 

performer, male) 

It would be really useful if there was some pathway into ownership in some form of stock 

ownership, if not land or an equity share in a farm business that might not be part of the 

succession. So those sorts of things I think need to be thought through and developed to 

keep young people wanting to get involved rather than just as a worker in a big corporate 

wheel because that won’t appeal to everyone. (Southland, top performer, male) 

This included creating leasing arrangements where younger farmers could take up the reins and 

push on for increased profitability.  

[Do you see any value in the industry working more to lift the average farm 

performance?] Yes. [Why is that a good thing?] It is good for the country I think. Gross 

domestic product. Or it could be a means of helping younger people get into a situation 

that can boost profitability on farms. And a good way for the older generation to step 

back particularly if they can be put into a leasing scenario where they are going to be 

happy with what they are getting returned and then the young fella or other farming guys 

who are a lot better can increase profitability. (Wairarapa, mid tier farmer, male) 

Some felt that improving performance of some of the older farmers would be a hard task and felt 

that the industry would do better if they focused on developing a strategy to encourage young 

people to become more involved in sheep and beef farming.  



[What do you think are the best ways of improving the skills and performance of sheep 

and beef farmers?] Some of them you won’t. In fact anyone over 50 it would be a waste of 

time I would think. They would be looking to retire I would imagine and it is a generation 

thing, you will never be able to get them to change. Some of them you will but most you 

wouldn’t I wouldn’t think. From a younger generation somehow being able to get young 

people into sheep farms. (Otago, top performer, male) 

[What are the best ways of lifting the average?] Succession. Developing the skill set of 

young wannabes and getting the right type of people into the industry and developing a 

career path as best we can through to farm ownership. That in my view is centre stage to 

the future of the industry. Through the Gateway programme and taking young, likely 

looking individuals under the wing of more experienced farmers. (Wellington, mid tier 

farmer, male) 

In general, farmers felt that one of the main ways to attract young people into the industry was to 

show them that it was an industry where money could be made.  

If you can improve profitability a bit to make people more motivated. Somehow getting 

younger people in, which again, you need profitability to get the younger people in.  

(North Canterbury, top performer, female) 

Another thing is a lot of people in the industry at the moment are getting to the older age 

group where they have less interest in investing in the future because they are starting to 

think, “I want to be out of here in ten years - why do I want to pour money back into 

there?” And I think we need to find a way of getting some new blood into the industry. 

[So making it more attractive for young people to get involved in the industry?] Yes. And 

there is only one way to make it attractive and that is money. They have got to see a 

future in it, “Yes I want to get into this”. That is the only reason most of them want to get 

up at 4.00 in the morning for 12 – 16 weeks of the year. (Southland, mid tier farmer, 

male) 

Some suggested that the increasing amount of new technology used in farming could be attractive 

to young people and may be a potential ‘hook’ to entice them into farming. It was also noted that 

more environmentally responsible land use associated with sheep and beef farming could also be 

an aspect of the industry that would appeal to the next generation. However the industry needed to 

continually work at changing and updating its extension activities to ensure they were in in formats 

that would appeal to young people.   

Also technology I believe and environmental responsibility will attract young people to 

the sector. (Southland, top performer, male) 

You sometimes go to field days and you have all the information you want but it is in a 

boring format. The young guy now whether it is on smart phones or stuff like that. 

(Wairarapa, top performer, male) 

  
 


